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Realtor of the Week

Leader of 'Moral Majority'
Rev. Falwell Dies At 73

Barbara Rickman
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Fiscal court !hears fund
tequests
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Three Murray-Calloway County non-profit agencies lobbied the
fiscal court Tuesday night for a total of $45,990 in funding to promote artistic expression, expand preservation efforts in the city's
historic downtown area and accommodate a spike in ridership and
operating costs for a mass-transit system.
. Debi Danielson of the Murray Art Guild asked magistrates Eddie
Clyde Hale, Connie Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield and Johnny
Gingles for a $990 allocation that would pay for additional equipment and furnishings at the guild's new Fourth Street facility.
Danielson told the court that the guild is settling into their new home
and needed funds to continue programs and provide more materials
and equipment to keep up the work for another year.
She was followed by Murray Main Street Director Deana Wright
who sought a $5,000 allocation to continue preservation efforts in
downtown Murray and possibly expand the focus of the
Renaissance preservation district along Main Street as far as Murray
State University.
Wright said more than 600 residents now work in the downtown
Murray area including those at Murray City Hall, Murray Fire
Department, Murray Police Department and the various shops and
stores. The count did not include the hundreds of Briggs & Stratton
employees.
"Murray's downtown is a busy place," she said, noting that the
focus of the program has expanded beyond the city square recently
and may expand even more in the near future under a new master
plan.
"We're hoping to expand the Renaissance area as far as 16th
Street and the university and maybe Chestnut and Sycamore," she
said.
Afterward, Bjarne Hansen, director of the Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority, sought $40,000 from the court to help cover rising fuel, maintenance, retirement and other operational costs.
Hansen said he knows the request is a significant hike above the
$25,000 he has soughtferthe-past-two years, but that a rise in costs
has prompted the need for more funding.
"Our ridership last year was 65,000," Hansen said. "That's up
about 12 percent over the previous year and we expect that to rise to
about 66.000 next year. This will make us more efficient and effective."
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Post-grad
activities
play it
safe for
students

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A large tree still rests onto of a car on Poplar Street this morning following a round of storms
that moved through Murray Tuesday afternoon. No one was believed to have been injured in
the accident.

Storm does damage
in city, north Calloway
Staff Report
A band of storxns that moved through Murray
and Calloway County Tuesday afternoon left quite
a big of damage, especially to a car near downtown Murray.
A tree along Poplar Street fell onto a parked
vehicle during the storms that moved through the
area around 5:20 p.m. No accident report was
made, according to Murray Police Department
spokesman Sgt. Jim Osborne, and no one was
believed to have been injured.
Trees were also reported down around 6 p.m. at
the Sixth and Elm streets intersection, Osborne
reported, as well as lines near Buck's Body Shop
on East Sycamore Street.

Weather spotters were activated at 5:27 p.m.,
according to the activity log for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department. Ronnie Burkeen
with Calloway County DES-Rescue Squad also
reported numerous trees down at various locations
in the northern part of the county, as well as some
reports of hail.
The storm accompanied a cold front that
moved over the region and drove temperatures
into the 70s and 40s. Temperatures should
rebound into the 80s by Sunday, according to the
National Weather Service forecast for Murray and
Calloway County, and conditions should also
remain dry.

Staff Report
Project
annual
The
Graduation activities at Murray
High School and Calloway
County High School have
become popular after-commencement events for local students.
Murray High School 2007
graduates will head to Murray
High School after their graduation ceremony Friday evening
to participate in the 2007
Project Graduation "007: The
World is Not Enough" celebration. Beginning at 10:30 p.m.,
the event will conclude at 6:30
a.m. Saturday morning.
Laura Pitman, the activities
coordinator of this year's project graduation, said a James
Bond theme was used throughout the event when deciding all
the activities that would be
offered. "There will be six
countries represented during
the evening to showcase the different countries that Bond travels as his character in his
movies," she said. "We even
constructed an interrogation
room in Russia that offers a
best-friend game."
As the students enter the
'1007" world Friday night they
will be required to check in all
purses, cell phones and any
other personal items. "They are
not allowed to have any of these
things with them while participating," Pitman said.
Pitman said in addition to
the event providing a safe
haven for the seniors after graduation, it also serves as a most
important time for the class. "It

Richards, Henry,
Beshear to stump in Thieke named Teacher of the Year
Murray this weekend

Richards

Henry

INDEX

Staff Report
Three Democratic candidates for Kentucky
governor will stump in Calloway County this
weekend in preparation for Tuesday's Primary
Election.
House Speaker Jody Richards is scheduled to
make the first stop in Murray Friday with a visit
to the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center at the
Weaks Center. That is slated to
take place at 9 a.m.
Friday afternoon, former LA.
Gov. Steve Henry is also scheduled to visit and talk to staff of
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Those visits by Richards and
Henry will be followed by a 10
a.m. stop Saturday by another
Bestmor
former lieutenant governor.
Steve Beshear is scheduled to visit the Miller
Courthouse Annex downtown.
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Calloway County Middle
Education
School Special
instructor Suzzie Thieke has
been named the local 2001 WalMart Teacher of the Year. The
award recognizes teachers for
their outstanding service in the
field of education.
Now in its 12th year, the program has recognized more than
26,000 teachers.
Every Wal-Mart,Sam's Club,
neighborhood market, warehouse and distribution center
provides nomination forms for
customers, students and associates in their communities. When
the form is completed, it is
placed in a nomination box.
Each Wal-Mart location selects
one local teacher to be its local
Teacher of the Year.
"I was extremely shocked
and surprised to receive this
award,- Thieke said. "I am very
humbled by this. I love
Calloway County. I love what I
do and I love my kids."
A graduate of Southern
Illinois University in 1979 with
a degree in special education,
Thieke said her 26 years of
teaching has always been
rewarding.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Suzzie Thieke, right, a Calloway County Middle School Special Education instructor, has been
named the local 2007 Wal-Mart Teacher of the Year The award recognizes teachers for their
outstanding service in the field of education. Also pictured at this week's award presentation,
from left, are Sharon Bybee, Wal-Mart associate; Mike Phillips, Wal-Mart co-manager; Tawnya
Hunter, CCMS principal; and Frances Walker, Wal-Mart office associate.
She said she felt that through have more on their plates than
"I love helping all students
and especially any that need her years of teaching she has ever before. I see that now." she
help. To me, the kids come first. seen times change and students remarked.
They are my kids and they know have more to deal with today.
-We need to help students. They
that." she commented.
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Daughter
of MLK
has died
ATLANTA (API — Yolanda
Denise King. daughter and eldest child of civil rights leader the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., has
died, said Steve Klein. a
spokesman for the King Center.
King died late Tuesday in
Santa Monica, Calif., at age 51.
Klein said the family did not
know the cause of death but
thinks it might have been a heart
problem.
Andrew Young, a lieutenant
of Martin Luther King Jr.'s during the civil rights movement
who remained close to the family after the civil rights icon's
death. said Yolanda King had
just spoken at an event for the
American Heart Association.
Yolanda King became a
spokeswoman for the organization, and promoted a campaign
to raise awareness, especially
among blacks, about stroke.

Correction
In the publication of the
honor roll for the third nine
weeks of Calloway County
High School, the name of Thcia
Kay Taylor who made all As
was not included. She is a member.of the 9th grade class. The
Ledger regrets the omission.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments was to
meet today at 4:30 p.m. at
City Hall; however it has
been postponed until May
23. Agenda items include a
dimentional variance request
from Five Star BP. Pi Kappa
Alpha conditional use permit
and a side setback variance
to a residence at 1317 Wells
Blvd.
El To report a Town Crier
'tern, call 753-1916.
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WET WATCHERS

Hazel man is
injured in Dodd
Road accident

p.

Staff Report
A Rasel man was rushed to the emergency room at Murray Calloway County Hospital Tuesday morning following a two-vehicle crash on Dodd Road.
According to a report from the Kentucky State Police, Jessie R.
Barton, 59, of New Concord, was traveling east on the roadway in
a 2000 lsuzu PK around 9:15 a.m. and slowed to make a left turn
into a driveway when he reportedly failed to see an oncoming
motorcycle driven by Kevin Sargent, 37, of Hazel, and pulled into
Sargent's right-of-way.
Sargent, who was not wearing a helmet, was taken to MCCH for
treatment of multiple injuries. A report on his condition was not
available this morning. Barton was not hurt.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department and Calloway
County EMS assisted state police at the scene. An investigation of
the accident is continuing by Trooper Trent Weaver.
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III Fiscal court ...

tit

From Front
However he pointed out that the agency has sought state and federal grants to purchase land and construct a new dispatch center and
offices and would not need to ask for construction funding.
The court did approve on first reading a $12.8 million draft
budget for fiscal 2(X)7-08 that begins July I. Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said the budget reflects state statutory increases including a 3 percent pay increase for county employees as well as a $45,000 projected hike in the cost of health insurance during the coming year.
Increased costs are also expected to pay for the rising cost of fuel
for county vehicles, liability insurance and a 3 percent increase in
the costs for the county's employee retirement program.
Magistrates are expected to review and approve the proposed
budget during a second and final reading in June after considering
how much will be approved for this year's budget requests.
In other actions the court:
—approved a preliminary plat application from Campbell Realty
for the development of Lynn Grove Lakes and Stables. The extensive development will lie within a short distance northeast of the
community and will accommodate dozens of homes as well as a
"Thoroughbred Lake" and a community recreation and equestrian
area.
— approved, on first reading, the formation of a county cemetery board. County Attorney David Harrington told the court that
the formation of a board is necessary for the county to apply for
grants to pay for upkeep and preservation.
Elkins commented that Calloway County Jailer Phil Haile and
county inmate workers have been doing a good job keeping the
cemeteries as clean as possible; however he noted the prisoners
cannot do some jobs such as standing fallen gravestones. The funds
could also be used to build fences and other preservation efforts.
— heard a request from county resident Reed McKinney that
Bay Ridge Road be added to a list of road projects to be completed
this summer.
— approved the appointment of David Collins to the county
property appeals board for a three-year term
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Fans, who showed up to watch the 'Battle at Brooks' between Murray State and the University
of Kentucky Tuesday night, take shelter under umbrellas as Mother Nature took its toll in
Paducah at Brooks Stadium. The game was canceled and will not be made up. Fans who had
tickets should call the MSU ticket office at 809-4895 to get a refund.

•Thieke named ...
From Front
Calloway County Middle
School Principal Tawnya Hunter
added that Thieke is the type of
teacher who does everything.
"She's one of those teachers
whose work day doesn't end at 3
p.m. She works and stays to
work more. She is a real advocate for the kids."
Hunter said Thieke also
helped to create the CCMS Step
Team and book store.
Thieke started teaching in
Memphis. Tenn.. in 1979 and
spent several years teaching in

the Graves County School
System before coming to
Calloway County.
In nominating her for the
award, CCMS teacher Kristi
Miller wrote, "She has never
turned down a child who needed
help," adding that she helps
every child in whatever classroom she might be in.
-No child is left behind in
Suzzie Thieke's classroom. She
embraces each child wag open
arms and a caring heat. She
holds all children to high expectations, and she is passionate
about kids. Suzzie has even
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been known to have given up
her own planning period in
order to help students who are
struggling to succeed.
"She has spent countless
hours with kids who never were
involved in school functions
outside the classroom. The confidence in their strides and the
smiles on their faces are all
byproducts of Suzzie's everpresent devotion and passion for
kids:: Miller wrote.
Thieke and her husband,
Mike, have two sons, John
David and Taylor.
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Murray High School - Class of 2007
On your roaring success!
According to the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence (PCAE) Murray High School sciencr
tonKea 9th in the
test scores ranked 4th, maul test scurus tJJin and 3uCial stuus test
state.
and three National morit
MHS Class of 2007 produced one
Commended students - continuing the tradition of 35 National Merit Finalists since 1974.
39' of the 2007 class is tfl
15.5 percent.

The statewide average is

A 29 ACT composite score was achieved by the top 20 percent of the class, which is at the 95th
percentile nationally. A 23.9 ArT over;!! rrimrsite score( was attained by the 2007 class. These
scores are well above the 20.6 statewide composite.
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Murray Independent School District
Academic Excellence Since 1872
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KentuckyinBriet
Northup calls on Fletcher
to release donor lists

; ELIZABE"ri-rroWN, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
ellitranged lieutenant governor appeared in a new
talevision ad Tuesday criticizing his boss — Gov.
*nix Fletcher.
IP: In the ad for Fletcher challenger Anne Northup,
teve Pence says the governor failed to "clean up
lirankfort" and "risks an even greater scandal with
his secret legal defense fund."
The ad, the latest verbal jab in a hard-hitting
race between one-time political allies Fletcher and
tiorthup, debuted in some Kentucky TV markets
luesday and will air statewide starting
liVednesday. Northup's campaign said.
t• Fletcher campaign manager Marty RyaII took
his own swipe at Pence, saying it was no surprise
tie lieutenant governor was backing a Fletcher
rival.
f "Half of Kentucky already knew what a traitor
t‘ was to the governor," Rya11 said. "Now the
oilier half can see it on TV for themselves."
As the last week of campaigning revved up
tiefore Kentucky's May 22 primary election,
htprthup picked up on a theme in the new ad,
;fain challenging Fletcher to reveal contributors
ux the legal fund created after his entanglement in
a:hiring scandal.

4

AG: Western Ky. school
district violated open
micords law
MAY FIELD, Ky.(AP) — The Graves County
Elpard of Education violated Kentucky's Open
gccords Law by not turning overAspecific inforikation regarding school consolidation, the
Kentucky Attorney General's Office said.
The attorney general, in a ruling issued May
10, said the school district should have given
Kelly Whitaker of Hickory the'specific information she asked for, including expenses to reimburse employees and board members for schoolrelated expenses.
The western Kentucky school system gave
Whitaker 47 boxes of financial records and told
her the requested information was in the boxes.
Schools Superintendent Brady Link said any
mistakes made in fulfilling Wttitaker's request
were unintentional.
"We assumed we were doing things correctly
as we read the law and providing people with the
information they want," Link said.
Assistant Attorney General Amye Bensenhaver
said the board of education subverted the intent of
the law by presenting the boxes instead of giving
Whitaker the documents she requested.

to law enforcement agencies for investigation,
State Auditor Crit Luallen said Tuesday.
The money was first noticed missing from the
city of Fulton's accounts during an internal audit
that covered from April 2004 through May 2006,
Luallen said.
Fulton City Manager Kenney E,therton said he
called the Fulton County Commonwealth's
Attorney and the Kentucky Bureau of
Investigations when the audit uncovered the discrepancy. The probe is ongoing and the city is
cooperating, Etherton said.

Attorney facing arson,
burglary charges dies in
motorcycle accident
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An eastern
Kentucky lawyer charged with setting a local
racetrack on fire last year died in a motorcycle
accident on Monday.
Michael Osborne, 48, of Sitka was killed after
the motorcycle he was riding slammed into an
embankment then rolled into a creek. Osborne,
who was not wearing a helmet, sustained severe
head injuries in the crash and was pronounced
dead at Paul B. Hall Regional Medical Center.
Osborne, the operator of 201 Speedway in
Johnson County, was indicted last August on
arson and burglary charges for allegedly setting
fire to Willard Speedway in Carter County. _
Susan Osborne, his wife, was indicted on throe
counts of complicity to second-degree arson and
two counts of complicity to third-degree burglary.

Eight candidates seek
office of treasurer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Republican
Melinda Wheeler is pushing an idea quite different from the seven other candidates running for
state treasurer: she doesn't think the office is
worth keeping.
Wheeler has recently campaigned on a message to voters that, as treasurer, the best thing she
could do with the office is work to eliminate it. If
elected, Wheeler says she would push for a constitutional amendment to abolish the job.
"We don't need the office of treasurer, and I'm
a fiscal conservative and I'm looking out for your
money," Wheeler said recently..
There are eight candidates seeking the office of
treasurer, four from each party.
Incumbent state Treasurer Jonathan Miller,
nearing the end of his second term, was prevented
by term limits from seeking a third. Miller was a
candidate in the Democratic governor's race, but
dropped out on May 7 to throw his support behind
former Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear.
On the GOP side, the other candidates in the
May 22 primary are state Reps. Lonnie Napier of
Lancaster, Brandon Smith of Hazard and Ken
,ppchtir
.ch of Monticello. Each of them say that as
FRANKFORT, Ky. -(AP) ---: A westerly.,
treasurer they would create new programs aimed
Kentucky city is missing $23,000 in utility at improving fiscal literacy.
receipts and deposits and the matter has been sent

Western Ky. city missing
$23,000 in utility receipts

AP
A family of geese go for a swim on a farm pond near Brooksville, Ky..Tuesday.

Horse-drawn
vehicle meeting
set in Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
Kentucky State Police, in cooperation with the Governor's
Highway Safety Program, will
conduct an informational meeting on Friday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Purchase Area Development
District Office in Mayfield.
The purpose of this meeting
is to inform the public, and more
specifically operators of horse
drawn vehicles, concerning new
safety measures that have been
placed into law to prevent death
and injury on Kentucky's roadways. Kentucky legislators
recently enacted new laws to
protect occupants in horsedrawn buggies by requiring certain equipment on these types of
vehicles.
Detailed information concerning new laws, horse-drawn
vehicle collision facts/data,
required equipment for buggies,
and issues relating to non-compliance will be discussed during
the meeting. The information
will be summarized in a
brochure for reference and dissemination to family and
friends.
Community leaders, operators of horse-drawn buggies,
law enforcement and other concerned citizens are encouraged
to attend. The Purchase Area
Development District is located
adjacent to the entrance to
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center.
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Pentagon official
chosen as 'war czar'
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Anxious to show progress to a
nation weary of war, President
Bush is hoping a military leader
with proven organizational
skills can make the government's vast bureaucracy march
in step in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Bush's selection of Lt. Gen.
Douglas Lute as war czar does
not bring the promise of a
change in policy, speedier
progress or an end to the fighting for U.S. troops. Instead, he
is billed as a bureaucracy buster.
He also was a skeptic of
sending more troops to Iraq as
Bush decided to do. Lute made
sure that national security adviser Stephen Hadley knew he had
expressed doubts about the
buildup, but that Lute now
believes it is the correct strategy, NSC spokesman Gorden
Johndroe said.
Nothing is more important,
Bush said Tuesday in announcing Lute's nomination, than getting the commanders and
ambassadors in the war zones
what they need.
"Douglas Lute can make sure
that happens quickly and reliably," Bush said.
Lute's appointment is subject
to Senate confirmation. Lute,
54, is the latest new face on the
Iraq front. He is the Pentagon's
director of operations and a former leader of U.S. military

forces in the Middle East.
Lute's job at the White
House will be to work through
conflicts among the Pentagon,
the State Department and other
agencies. He will seek to cut
through bureaucracy and deliver
fast responses when requests
come in from U.S. military
commanders and ambassadors.
"General Lute is a tremendously accomplished military
leader who understands war and
government and knows how to
get things done," Bush said,
capping a difficult search for
new leadership in the wars that
have defined his presidency.
In the newly created job.
Lute would serve as an assistant
to the president ahd deputy
national security adviser, maintaining his military status and
rank as a three-star general.
That, by design, gives the White
House a high-level point person
on the wars.
Meghan O'Sullivan, who
handled day-to-day coordination of Iraq as an assistant to
adviser
security
national
Hadley, recently
Stephen
announced she is leaving. So is
Hadley's chief deputy, J.D.
Crouch, who coordinated the
White House review of its
options in Iraq. .
It was a difficult job to fill,
given the unpopularity of the
war, now in its fifth year.
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Calloway County
has a horse in
this race!
Photo provided
FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented an American
Fitg to Murray Fire Department Post 2. Lodge members Joann Faihst, left, and Kris Johnson,
tit, made the presentation to members of Post 2 Fire Department.
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Taking Reservations Now!

- The Gates Aat Murray

VOTE

Fletcher for Governor
Robbie Rudolph
of Calloway County
for Lt. Governor
in the May 22nd Primary.
Independently paid for by Calloway C'ounty Friends: B.K. Camp, 1754 Kirksey Alma Rd.. Murras.
42071; H.T. Furches. 3390 Si. Rt. 94 W. Murray, KY 42071: R&S Geurin, 1500 Spring Hill ('t
Murray. KY 42071; B.D. Jones, PO Box 65. Kirksey, KY 42054;
K.W. Overbey, 2964 US HWY 641 N., Murray. KY 42071
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Graduation
For several days, "clothing of celebration" has hung from
a secretary/bookcase in the entry hall of our home. Wesley
picked up a rental tuxedo for the junior/senior prom two
days before the big event, and his graduation robe came in
several weeks before this Friday's commencement.
The prom and the commencement represent two different types of celebration.
Both occasions, however, mark times set
aside for significant moments in the lives
of young people and older people (mothers
and fathers celebrate along with sons and
daughters).
In times such as these true insight
sometimes is revealed. Abraham Heschel,
rabbi, remarked that "true insight
Home and ais Jewish
a moment of perceiving a situation
Away
before it freezes into similarity with someBy James
else."
thing
Duane Bolin
The writer of one of my Sunday school
Ledger & Times
lessons paraphrased the rabbi's statement.
Columnist
"Celebration," he wrote, "is a moment of
perceiving a situation before it freezes into similarity with
every other experience in our past."
Celebrations help break up the hum-drum tick-tock of our
lives. We set these times aside to remember the past, to
revel in the present, and to anticipate what the future might
hold. In a sense, a celebration serves as a culmination of
all that has gone before.
The prom represents the social event of the junior or senior year. A graduation or commencement is the academic
culmination of four years of homework, research papers, and
examinations.
Dr. Harry Spalding, a Kentucky family doctor and at one
time the mayor of Bardstown, was also a poet. His collection of poetry. -Tales of a Kentucky Town," includes a
poem about the last days of the old Bardstown Preparatory
School for Boys. My student, Jen McPherson, quoted from
Spalding's -The Last Prep Man" in her research report on
Nelson County in my History of Kentucky class.
The poem gives a note of finality at the last commencement of the venerable institution:
"And now he was the very last
Of all that he'd then known;
The faces, the names, the glow
In friend's eyes. the teachers past
The span of time, the truth they'd shown.
And the voices that echo, echo, and echo."
Certainly a sense of finality as well as celebration pervades the pomp and circumstance of both proms and graduations. And yet, there is at the same time an understanding
that there is so much more to experience and to learn.
"You cannot help hut learn more as you take the world
into your hands." wrote John Updike. -Take it up reverently." he advised, "for it is an old piece of clay, with millions
of thumbprints on it."
So, to the high school graduates of Murray, Calloway
County, and Eastwood. and to the graduates of Murray State.
take up the rest of your lives reverently. You will encounter
millions of other thumhpnnts as you proceed, but you will
also leave your own mark, a thumbprint like no other.

X1) LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editortgmurrayted ger.com
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters wiN be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reiect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a -thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
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Giuliani's Choice
Republican presidential
candidate Rudy Giuliani
picked the Fnday before
Mother's Day to tell students
at Houston Baptist University
that while he "hates abortion and finds it "morally
wrong.'
one must
leave the
ultimate
decision
to a pregnant
woman.
The young
products
of concepCars
tion
whose
ThOlighti
By Cal Thomas mothers
chose to
Syndicated
have them
Columnist
listened
intently.
Giuliani is betting his
post-9/I I image and economic conservatism will be
enough to win him the nomination in a party that has
not nominated a pro-choice
Republican since Gerald Ford
in 1976. It doesn't help that
Giuliani also embraces the
gay rights political agenda

and stronger gun control.
Imagine a Democrat
telling his (or her) party
what Giuliani said in his
Houston speech: 'If we don't
find a way of uniting around
broad principles that will
appeal to a large segment of
this country . we are going
to lose this election." Would
the Democratic Party drop its
zealous support of abortion
on demand; or its religious
zeal over global warming; or
its commitment to higher
taxes and bigger government?
No way! Only Republicans
are supposed to compromise
Rudy Giuliani
their principles and ignore —
it has a chance to reach its
as liberals do — 40 millionpotential. People who hated
plus dead babies.
segregation did not sit back
If Giuliani believes this.
and, because of opposing
how does he explain Ronald
views, do nothing to stop it.
Reagan's two terms and the
And what's this business
presidency of once proabout finding abortion
choice, but then pro-life,
'
George H.W. Bush? The
morally wrong"? Does that
not imply a higher standard
consistently pro-life position
of the current President Bush than a Supreme Court decision, which even some liberdid not keep him from winal law professors have critining two terms.
cized as constitutionally
There is only one reason
to 'hate' abortion and that is flawed?
that it ends a human life
If Giuliani really hates
after it has begun, but before abortion, he will propose
steps to reduce their number.
If he wants to split the difference on this most contentious social issue —
maintaining choice while
reducing the number of abortions -- he could favor
'
truth in labeling' legislation
similar to a federal law that
requires information on bottles. packages and cans.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Sophisticated ultrasound
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
machines have been shown
vAw4house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115
to contnhute to a sharp
reduction in abortions for
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
abortion-minded women.
137ARusse5 Senate Office Building Washington. D.0 20510
Such a proposal would allow
iim _ dunning0dunning.senate . gov
him a rarity in politics: to
1-202-224-4343
have it both ways.
U.S. Son. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Should Giuliani manage to
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
win the nomination
still a
I -202-224-2541 (Washington al
dubious prospect given his
social liberalism --- and
State Rep. Melvin Henley (13-Murray)
should he face Hillary ClinRoom 329J, Capitol Annex
Frank101, Ky. 40601
ton in the general election.
P.mail' rnelvin henley0Irc ky gov
I -800-372-7181
social conservatives would be
faced with a choice. Giuliani
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
has promised to name 'strict
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
F tankfort. Ky 40601
constructionist" judges to the
1-800-372-7181
Supreme Court. which is

L.
I 111.1!!!1 ; ;; ; • ag 111111

',seem
Our Elected Officials

where this issue will ultimately be decided. Would
social conservatives be satisfied with such a pledge; or
would they stay home and
not vote, allowing Clinton to
win?
One can be sure any
judges Clinton names would
have to pass an abortion "lit
mus test." No Supreme Cowl
justice nominated by a modern Democratic president has
voted pro-life, but several
justices named by Republicans have voted pro-choice.
They and the presidents who
nominated them are: Warren
Burger and Harry Blackmun
(Nixon); John Paul Stevens
(Ford); Sandra Day O'Connor
and Anthony Kennedy (Reagan); and David Souter
(Bush 41).
It is no guarantee that
electing a Republican president will produce pro-life
justices, but it is a virtual
certainty that no judge nominated by a Democratic president will disappoint the prochoice lobby.
Here is the problem for
social conservatives who
view abortion as the ultimate
issue. If they vote for Giuliani, can they ever 'go
back." or will their political
virginity be forever compromised? If they vote for Giuliani and he makes good on
his promise to name only
strict constructionists, will
they be closer to achieving
their objective of stopping
most abortions/ Should they
stay home and a Democrat
wins and names two or three
liberal justices, their goal of
halting. or at least sharply
reducing the number of abortions, may be pushed back
for at least a generation.
Giuliani could offer a plan
to substantially reduce the
number of abortions, which
might cut him some slack
with pro-life voters. But vol•
ems also have a choice
among other GOP candidates
who are pro-life.
If they're thinking about
supporting Giuliani. they can
wait until Giuliani tells them
More
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IIinvades
James Hester Foster
James Hester Foster, 90, Foster Road, Murray, died Tuesday.
May 15, 2007, at 2:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A retired fanner, be was a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born
May 25, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Norton Foster and Lydia Wilson Foster. Also preceding him in death
were three sisters, Manon, Lerlene and Florene Foster.
Survivors include two sons, Jimmy Dale Foster and wife, Doris,
Me Memphis, Tenn., and John E. Foster and wife, Betty, Marco
Island, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Faye Sanders, Lexington; two brothers,
Hugh Walton Foster and wife, Sue, and Joe Tom Foster and wife,
Pat, all of Murray; six grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. James Garland and Rev. Tim Cole
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
Friday.

Mrs. Eva McDaniel Morris
Mrs. Eva McDaniel Moms, 88, Daleville, Va., formerly of
Murray, Ky., died Tuesday, May 15, 2007, at 3:30 a.m. at The Glebe
Retirement Community, Daleville.
She had retired from the office of circuit cowl clerk of Christian
County, Ky. She was a member of the Murray Woman's Club,
Murray Magazine Club and Pleasant Hill Baptist Church, Daleville,
and a former member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, Samuel Keith Morris, and sister-in-law, Judy
McDaniel, both preceded her in death. Born Dec. 1, 1918, in
Calloway County, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Ragon
Stanley McDaniel and Ovie Cohoon McDaniel.
Survivors include one son, James Keith Morris and wife,
Katherine Payne, and one grandson, Keith Aubrey Morris, all of
Roanoke, Va.; one brother, James Edward McDaniel, Clearwater,
Fla.
A graveside service will be Friday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Glebe Benevolent
Fund, VBH Foundation, 200 The Glebe Blvd., Daleville, VA 24083.

Delmar Grissom
Delmar Grissom, 86, Hardin, died Monday, May 15, 2007, at 4
p.m. at his home. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of
arrangements.

Judy Lynne Cadoret
A private family service for Judy Lynne Cadoret will be held at a
later date. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Ms. Cadoret, 50, Murray, died Sunday, May 13, 2007, at 1:30
p.m. at her home. She was born March 20, 1957. Preceding her in
death was her mother, Ramona Cook Cadoret. Survivors include her
father, Warren Cadoret, one sister, Jan L. Cadoret, and one brother,
Jay W. Cadoret, all of Murray.

George Roy Gupton
The funeral for George Roy Gupton was today(Wednesday)at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Bro. Carlos
Gupton Jr. officiated.
Pallbearers were Kevin Ray Gupton, Ronald Steward Gupton,
Tommy West, Neal Roy Gupton, Cary West and Russell Turner,
active, and Mike Hopkins, honorary. Burial was in the Mt. Olive
Church of Christ Cemetery. Mr. Gupton, 99, Gobo community, died
Sunday, May 13, 2007, at 8:50 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield. He was a retired farmer.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Edith Darnell Gupton, one
grandson, Allen Rayburn Gupton, one great-grandson, Matthew
Allen Gupton, one sister, Loys Gupton, and four brothers, Wiley,
Floyd, Grady and Harry Gupton. He was the son of the late George
Boyd Gupton and Allie Faye Gunion Gupton. Survivors include two
sons, James R. Gupton, Gob, and Wayne Gupton, Mayfield; five
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.

Rollin Xavier James Warner
The funeral for Rollin Xavier James Warner will be Thursday at
11 a.m. at St. Paul's Lutheran Church, 102 E. Michigan, Evansville,
Ind. with Pastor Walter Ullman officiating. Burial will follow in the
Lutheran Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the Browning Funeral Home, 738 Diamond
Ave., Evansville, from 2 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) and at the
church after 10 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The March of Dimes,
703 N. Main St., Evansville, IN 47711.
Master Warner, 8 months, of Evansville. died Sunday, May 13,
2007 at his residence.
Survivors include his mother, Beverly Karns, Evansville, Ind.;
his father, Nicholas R. Warner of Murray, Ky; two aunts, Emily R.
Karns, Evansville and Olivia Bogard, Murray; four uncles, Eric W.
Karns, Evansville, Brad Warner and Char Lucas, both of Murray,
and Drew Henry of Louisville. Ky.; great-uncles, Bruce MacArthur,
Indianapolis, Richard D. Karns. Evansville, and Allen and Bryan
Warner of Murray: grandmother, Monica Lucas, Murray; grandfather, Brett Warner and Hope, Hardin. Ky.: grandparents, James K.
Karns and his wife, Elizabeth H.; great-grandparents, Bob and
Wanda Brown,and Lubie Max Nance, all of Murray. Delores Creasy
of Reidland, Ky., and Mary Belle MacArthur, Indianapolis; greatgreat-grandmother. HeIan Nance. Murray.

District comprehensive plan on
review beginning Wednesday
The'Calloway County Comprehensive District Improvement Plan
will be available for review at the Calloway County Board of
Education beginning Wednesday, May 16 through June 12, 2007.
Comments may be made in writing to Randy McCallon, Assistant
Superintendent, and mailed to the Calloway County Board of
Education, P.O. Box 800. Murray, KY 42071.
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Rev. Jerry Falwell dies at age 73;
said he was at peace with death
LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP)Spiritually, the Rev. Jerry
Falwell seemed prepared for his
passing.
A little more than two weeks
ago, the founder of the Moral
Majority preached of man being
indestructible until he has fmished God's work, then told
churchgoers he was at peace
with death.
On the day before he died,
Falwell called his son and asked
him to take a drive up the mountain that overlooks Liberty
University, where he posed for
pictures near a new, massive
"LU" logo with students from
the school he built.
"He said he was feeling better than he'd felt in awhile,"
Jerry Falwell Jr. said. "He'd
been feeling kind of tired in the
past two weeks."
On Tuesday morning, the 73year-old Falwell was discovered
without a pulse in his office at
Liberty and pronounced dead at
a hospital about an hour later.
Dr. Carl Moore, Falwell's physician, said he had a heart condition and presumably died of a
heart rhythm abnormality. His
funeral was set for Tuesday.
The big, blue-eyed preacher
with a booming voice used the
power of television to found the
Moral Majority and turn the
Christian right into a mighty
force in American politics.
The rise of Christian conservatism made Falwell perhaps
the most recognizable figure on
the evangelical right. The Moral
Majority's condemnation of
homosexuality, abortion and
pornography was praised in
some circles and reviled in others.
Over the years, Falwell
waged a landmark libel case
against
Hustler
magazine
founder Larry Flynt over a
raunchy parody ad, and created
a furor in 1999 when one of his
publications suggested that the
purse-carrying "Teletubbies"
character Tinky Winky was gay.
Driven into politics by the
1973 Supreme Court ruling that
established the right to an abortion, Falwell foundid The Moral
Majority in 1979. He credited
the conservative lobbying group
with getting millions of likeminded people to vote, and one
of its greatest triumphs came
when Ronald Reagan was elected president in 1980.
"I shudder to think where the
country would be right now if
the religious right had not
evolved," he said when he
stepped down as Moral Majority
president in 1987.
Falwell was both a businessman and a preacher, roles that
each of his sons embody. He had
made careful preparations for a
transition of his leadership to
Jerry Jr., vice chancellor of
University,
and
Liberty
Jonathan, executive pastor ofThomas Road Baptist Church.
But neither: is involved in
politics, an area where Falwell's
influence had declined in recent
years. He was quietly led in and
out of the Republican Party's
2004 national convention. Just
four years earlier, he was invited

AP

The Rev. Jerry Falwell looks around the inside of an auxiliary sanctuary at the new Thomas
Road Baptist Church on the campus of Liberty University in Lynchburg, Va., June 20, 2006.
Falwell was found unconscious in his office Tuesday and taken to the hospital, according to a
Liberty University executive.
to pray from the rostrum.
Nonetheless, his political
impact was monumental.
"Jerry was the seminal figure
in bringing evangelical and fundamentalist Christians out of the
catacombs and energizing them
into a political voting bloc that
helped elect Ronald Reagan
twice and was responsible for a
lot of Republican success after
that," said Cal Thomas, syndicated columnist and vice president of the Moral Majority from
1980-85.
Fellow TV evangelist Pat
a
one-time
Robertson,
Republican candidate for president, declared Falwell "a tower
of strength on many of the moral
issues which have confronted
our nation."
Others remembered the fundamentalist preacher for being
divisive.
Matt Foreman, executive
director of National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, extended
condolences to those close to
Falwell,
but
added:
"Unfortunately, we will always
remember him as a founder and
leader of America's anti-gay
industry, someone who exacerbated the nation's appalling
response to the onslaught of the
AIDS epidemic, someone who
demonized and vilified us for
political gain and someone who
used religion to divide rather
than unite our nation."
In recent years. Falwell had
become a problematic figure for
the GOP. His remarks a few
days after Sept. II, 2001. essentially blaming feminists, gays
and liberals for bringing on the
terrorist attacks, drew a rebuke
from the White House, and he
apologized.
Falwell, who started a funds-
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THAT'S
RIGHT!
Bring Your Broken Necklaces & Rings

You May Have Hundreds
of Dollars That Can
Be Turned Into Cash!!
Sat., May 19" & Sun., May 20th
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
At Amerihost Inn
1210 North 12th, Murray • 759-5910

FOB MORE INFORMATION CALL

270-519-1667
BLUE GRASS GOLD BUYER'S
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around the country, and 9,600student Liberty University.
which he founded in 1971 as
Lynchburg Baptist College.
From his living room, he
broadcast his message of salvation and raised the donations
that helped his ministry grow.

Clean Our Your Jewelry Box & Get
Cash Today For Your Old Gold,

STOCK MARKET REPORT
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APPLIANCE
MURRAY
.
I Ni a i n

mentalist church in an abandoned
bottling
plant in
Lynchburg in 1956 with just 35
members, built it into a religious
empire that included the 24,000member Thomas Road Baptist
Church, the "Old Time Gospel
Hour" carried on TV stations

Carlo; for Our Cornmunib
Through Unique Charitable Partnerships

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
"Grill Out with Field"
Field is committed to building the strength ot
conjunction with thts
nnort, Field is soliciting applications from
sal charitable organizations who would
like to `Grill Out with Field'.

our communities. In

• ww

00

Applicants must be recognized charitable organizations with
a mission or project that directly serves the community in a
compelhng manner. Preference will be given to prorxnals that
utilize the Field braml and sponsorship in unique and signifs ant
ways. Additional consideration will he given to requests for
meat product donations and joint advertising.
Initial proposals should include the following.
Oranizatioo overview. mission and leadership details
- Project overview web dear@Dead measurable outcomes
- Funds ancPor sponsenhip requested
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Murry Art Guild will offer
weaving workshop for adults

Cub Scout
Pack 57
honored
Murray's Cub Scout Pack
57 was named 2t)06-2007 Pack
of the Year by the Alottawatta District of the Boy Scouts
of America.
Reasons cited for the award
include Pack 57's large group
of trained adult volunteer leaders, and the pack's commitment to improving the cub scout
experience of other cub scout
groups throughout the district.
Pack 57 is chartered by the
Murray Kiwanis Club, and is
hosted by the Murray Elementary School. Andres Ferreyra
is cubmaster for the pack.
The individual age groups
(dens) meet at Murray State
.• University, the Knights of
Columbus, and the First United Methodist Church.

lo's
Datebook

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
yartguild.org.
Also the Murray Art Guild will have a flea market
designed for kids on Saturday at 7:30 a.m.

Glory Bound entertainment Friday
Photo provided

Pictured are members and a guest at a recent meeting of Cub Scout Pack 57 at a recent meeting.

First Place will begin
orientation on Sunday at
Grace Baptist Church
The Spring/Summer Session
of First Place will begin with
orientation at 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday in the Family Life Center of Grace Baptist Church,
South Ninth Street. Murray.
The orientation will acquaint
interested persons with the First
Place program and provide an
opportunity for them to enroll
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Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

in the program. Attendance at
orientation is a prerequisite for
enrolling in the program. Alumni members of First Place who
have not pre-enrolled must
attend this orientation meeting.
Group meetings will begin
the week following orientation.
Groups, leaders and class schedules will he announced at Orientation.
The cost is $105
for new participants, which
includes Members Kit and Bible
Study materials. Alumni members will pay $35.
Martha Norsworthy, local
director of First Place, said
"By following the First Place
program, a faith-based weight
loss plan supported and
endorsed by nutritionists and
physicians. Grace First Place
members have already lost a
total of 1,740 pounds."
Meeting in weekly support
groups, the members of First
Place follow a fitness and Bible
study program centered on the
First Place nine commitments
which include regular attendance, daily prayer. regular
scripture reading, scripture
memory, daily Bible study
healthy eating, accountability

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

'Father's Fun Day' Saturday
"Father's Fun Day" will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Murray State University Football Practice field,
located between the Stewart Stadium, RSEC and Wellness.
MSU and Community Collaboration for Children promotes
Dads and father-figures spending time with their children by
providing a day of sports, food and fun. Enjoy watching, participating and getting tips and lessons in several sports, dance,
pilates from local athletes/instructors. Cook out food and door
prizes will be given. This is free. For more information call
Phil Kilby at 809-3040 or Michele Sither at 1-270-443-3651.
Photos provided

305 South I 2its
iiaueray, KV • 75.3-7441

HOME
DEPARTMENT:
Janet Wallis of DK Kelly, side
photo, spoke on "Latest
Fashions" at the tea party
held
by
the
Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses
were, top, from left, Lillian
Robertson. Bobbie Waters,
Louise Pool and Helen Dunn.
The departent will meet
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. at
Gloria's Restaurant.

ta

Musical
program to
be July 2

ace-

of Murray

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Football Team will hold Lift-a-thon
Calloway County High School Football Team will hold its
annual Lift-a-thon on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the fieldhouse at
the school. Each player will be responsible for collecting
pledges from family, friends and community members in an
effort to offset the cost of team camp. Thursday each player
will max out on the bench press. The money will be collected between May 18 and June 8. For more information contact Football Coach Josh McKeel at 762-7397.

Twin Lakes Club will meet

See Page 7A

In)

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Divine Appointment and The Erwins. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
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Thank You
Fern Terrace would like to give a special thanks for making
our residents feel welcome at Old School Wrestling in Hardin
I appreciate the kindness of Jamie Phillips and staff.

Just Be Yourself
Donna Newman
To be who you are
is to be enough
To share who you are
is to share enough
To do what you love
is to do enough
There is no race to win
and nothing to be proven
only dreams to be nurtured
a self to be expressed
and love to be shared
Never doubt your worth
and always know
without any doubt
That you are truly valued.
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Murray Art Guild will offer a weaving
workshop for adults from 6 to 8:30 p.m.
from June 4 to 7 at the guild located at
500 North Fourth St., according to Debi
Henry Danielson, executive director of the
guild.
Participants will learn the magic of"Mangle Loom Weaving" in this four-day
workshop as you create a beautiful shawl.
Triangle loom weaving has been described
as "magical" as the warp is automatically
created with each weft as weaving is done
with a single continuous piece of yarn.
No weaving experience is necessary, but
class size is limited. For registration and
information call 753-4059 or www.murra-

vtf

The Music Ministry of First
Baptist Church will present the
patriotic spectacular, "I Believe
in Amenca," as a part of the
Freedom Fest 2007 with the
program scheduled to be Monday. July 2. at 7 p.m. at Lovett
auditorium on the Murray State
University campus.
As a special treat, the church
invites all area singers to join
the group to sing in the community-wide "Freedom Fest
Choir." Rehearsals are held each
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and
each Sunday at 7 p.m. in the
choir rehearsal room of First
Baptist Church. 203 South
Fourth St.. Murray.
For more information call
Mike Crook at First Baptist
Church dunng regular business
hours at 753-1854.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
iniciit&Timrs

Saturday Market
where you'll find
The Bounty of The County"
Opening May 19th
7:30 am til Noon
goth Season
Farmers and Consumers

Ribbon Cutting 9 a.m.
Murray Court Square

For Vendor Info Coll 753-7222 or 759-9474

Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America.
will hold its monthly dinner meeting on Thursday at 6 p.m.
at the Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to
anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are
always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Registration now at library
Registration for the summer youth events at Calloway County Public Library is now being held. For more information call
Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, at 753-2288.

Court of Honor Thursday for Jordan
Matthew Braxton Jordan will receive his Eagle Badge, highest honor in Boy Scouting, in a court of honor on Thursday
from 5 to 6 p.m. in the performance arts hall of Doyle fine
arts center at Murray State University. A reception will follow..
All relatives and friends are invited.

Murray Singles plan Spring Dance
Murray Singles (SOS) will have a spring dance on Sattw
day from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at the Kenlake State Park pavili •
Music will be by DJ Brad Huntley. Admission will be $6 person. Each one is asked to bring a snack to share. s •
drinks and coffee will be provided. All singles are invited.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

•

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Th • •
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. next to St. John'
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447
2004.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a lists of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They are spinach, turnip greens,
sauerkraut, salmon, beef stew and Jiffy corn muffin mix for
the pantry: eggs and bread for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, laundry detergent. diapers size 4, shampoo and bath tissue for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies, and large brown paper
bags. These items may be taken to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray. between 10 a.m. and 4 p m.,
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

CCHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1997 has scheduled
its 10-year reunion for the weekend of June 16. Activities will
include a tour of CCHS on Saturday at 10 cm. and a catered
dinner beginning at 6 p.m at the Murray Banquet Center. For
more information or to make reservations, contact Josh McKee! at 227-1831 or at josh.mckeel@calloway.kyschools.us.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is. please submit your information for free at wsinv.classmates.com
of e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof870hotmail corn for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend
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Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ray Orange

Wyant and Price

Taylor and Johnson

Cherry Ann Wyant of Murray and Larry Weldon Price of
Avon, Ind., announce their engagement and upcoming marriage.
Ms. Wyant is the daughter of the late Jesse and Virginia
Chambliss of Princeton and is a 1962 graduate of Caldwell
County High School.
Mr. Price is the son of the late Weldon Price and the late
Violet Whitacre of Indianapolis, Ind. He is a 1965 graduate of
Ben Davis High School, Indianapolis, and a 1981 graduate of
Twin Lakes College, Mountain Home, Ark., with a degree in
nursing.
The outdoor wedding ceremony will be held at the home
of the bride-elect at 3647 Wiswell Rd., Murray, on Saturday,
May 26, 2007, at 5 p.m. with family and friends attending.
A reception will follow at the Weaks Community Center at
607 Poplar St., Murray.

Rev. Dewayne and Judy Taylor of Harrisburg, Ill., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Jennifer Lynne Taylor, to
Matthew Israel Johnson, son of Rev. Robert and Patricia Johnson of Mayfield.
Miss Taylor is a 2004 graduate of Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, and is a member of The Journey Church. She
is employed by Easter Seals as an employment specialist.
Mr. Johnson is the grandson of Rev. Wade and Hazel
Copeland of Benton, and Johnnie Johnson of Paducah. He is
a 1997 graduate of Murray State University and is the founding and lead pastor for The Journey Church.
The wedding will be Friday. May 25, 2007, at 6 p.m. at
Jonathan Creek Camp & Conference Center, Aurora.
All relatives and friends are invited. For directions to the
wedding visit www.theknot.coiniourwedding/jennifertaylor@mattjohnson.

Lindsay Brooke McNutt and Edwin Ray Orange were married Saturday, Oct. 21. 2006, at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. John W. Dale officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Ron and Debby McNutt of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late Nuel and Zella
McNutt of Murray and Ann Jackson of Paducah and the late
Thomas Cherry of Paducah.
The groom is the son of Charles and Jo Orange of Chandler's Chapel. He is the grandson of Denzil and Louise Orange,
Rena VanZee and the late Carl VanZee, all of Russellville.
Alyson Leigh McNutt English, sister of the bride, of Baton
Rouge, La., served as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Krissi VerWey, Benton; Grace Page,
' Nashville, Tenn.; Kathryn Woods, Lexington. and Jennifer
Orange, sister of the groom, Russellville.
Caroline Elise McNutt, daughter of the bride, Murray, served
'• as flower girl. Adelaide English, niece of the bride, Baton
Rogue, served as flower girl's little helper.
Tim Robinson of Inez served as best man.
Groomsmen were Phillip Wheeler, Pikeville, Justin Rasner,
Lexington, John Weis, Louisville, and Matthew McNutt, brother of the bride. Murray.
William English, nephew of the bride. Baton Rouge, served
as ring bearer.
Others participating in the ceremony were Sarah and Kristen McNutt, cousins of the bride, candle lighters, and Ben
English. brother-in-law of the bride, serving as scripture reader.
A hors d'oeuvres and buffet reception was held at Kenlake
State Resort Park. Entertaintrient'was provided by Hollis Rosenstein, pianist, and Dean Sears, vocalist.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School. She received
both her bachelor and master of arts from Murray State University. She is currently employed as communications director
for the Kentucky House of Representatives Republican Caucus.
The groom is a graduate of Logan County High School. He
, received his bachelor of science from the University of Kentucky. He is currently employed in Gov. Ernie Fletcher's office.
The couple resides in Frankfort.

Mr. and Mrs. Brett Julius Winchel

,
,
,
,
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AmeriHost Inn - Murray

Orientation
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From Page 6A
fellowship and exercise. "These
commitments help First Place
members learn to be victorious over past eating patterns
and to commit their minds and
ultimately their bodies to God,"
Norsworthy added.
"The year before First Place
I couldn't even mow my own
yard. I had to pay someone
else to do it. As a result of
my 15I-pound weight loss I
am now mowing my own yard,
my mom's yard, exercising
almost every day and loving
it," comments Don Steffey, a
member of Grace First Place.
to
reports
According
received from past participants
in First Place, weight loss is
not the only benefit of First
Place. First Place participants
have reported success in controlling cholesterol, blood pressure. and blood sugar levels.
The program has delivered
faith-based health and weight
management instructions and
support to small groups meeting in churches since 1981. It
has been active in more than
12,000 churches with over a
half million successful membets.
First Place is a 13-week
program that emphasizes a balanced lifestyle in all four areas
of life - mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. The program points members to God's
strength and creates a compassionate support group that helps
members stay accountable in

a positive environment.
"First Place is more than
weight loss - it's a lifestyle
change that encourages every
participant to find balance in..
his or her own life," shares
Carole Lewis, national director of First Place.
For more information contact Norsworthy at 753-54.00.

5unday, Monday or Tuesday
Only $59 To Rent A Room &,5wor
Operated under tranchrse agreement vett] AmenHost FranC,ise Systems. Inc

UP TO $1.200 REBATE
AND COOL. CLEAN AIR,

RECEIVE UP TO A

$1,200 REBATE
plus 6 months same as cash'
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between March 8 and May 31, 2007.
The revolutionary Trane CleanEffects M is the
first central air system that removes up
to 99.98% of the allergens from all the
air that it heats or cools. And now
through May 31, 2007, you can get a
rebate up to $1200 when you
purchase one Isn't it time you
expected more from your system?

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

Sarah Lillian Broughton of Murray and Brett Julius Winchel
of Tomah. Wis.. were married Saturday. Feb. 17, 2007, in a
beach wedding at Dreams Resort. Puerto Vallarta. Mexico.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. James (Corky) and Mary
/c\
Anne Broughton of Murray.
The groom is the son of Terry Winchel and Mrs Dawn
dzzICoitplta
Linder of Tomah.
Kela Craig & Trent Travis
Attendants for the bride were her sisters, Susan ('lest Broughton,
Alycia Watkins & Stephen Janow
Murray. maid of honor, and Elizabeth Rosalie Atherton, LaGrange.
Holly Irvine & Jeremy Bolls
matron of honor.
Natalie Hay & Tyler Williams
Attendants for the groom were Terry Winchel. his father.
Terra Vance & Nicholas Webber
best man. and Jason Winchel. Kenosha, Wis.. brother of the
Lksa Burman bt Chris Bradley
groom. go.ionisman.
Kara
Jackson & Chad Canerdy
A wedding reception and sit-down dinner were held at
Derry Hughes & Mitch Craig
Dream's Resort there.
Anna Hill It Joey Mery
Music for the wedding. reception and dinner was by the 3
Kelso; Dial & Michael Piazza
Man Mariachi Band.
Rachell Noffsinger & J R Cantrell
The bride is a 2003 graduate of Murray State University
Registered
is
a
nursing.
She
in
science
with a bachelor of
Nurse, employed at the Regional Burn ICU. Columbia St.
Mary's Hospital. Milwaukee. Wis.
'Me Story For The Ultimate Gift'
,
7 6.767-oar
The groom is a 2000 graduate of Logan College of ChiroKirMate St 440,1-54 10-511
practic with bachelor of science in human biology Sand a doctorate of chiropractic. He is a medical sales representative for
Tissue Link Medical.
The couple is presently residing in Milwaukee.

Amerillost
inn
IP'

1210 North 12th • Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(270)759-5910
Fax:(270)759-5912
Reservations: 1-800-434-5800
wwwamerihostinn.com
Alicia Stilwell - General Manager

Like Two Systems In One... Which Saves You Money!
Trane's X119i is like having two systems in one On most days, it runs efficiently
at low speed for maximum savings But when it's extremely hot, the unit
switches to the larger compressor to provide even greater comfort
Expect more from your independent Trane dealer.

Call

1-888-872-6321

•TWINE
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Bryan and Walker
Robert and Elizabeth (Bettye) Schroader of Murray and Ronnie Jr. and Tina Bryan of Honea Path, S.C., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jessica Denise Bryan, to Logan Wayne Walker, son of Darrell and
Cornelia Walker of Dexter.
Miss Bryan is the granddaughter of the late Thomas (Ti.)
J. Garner of Murray, Peggy Robertson of Hazel, Ronnie Sr.
and Rosvil Bryan of Tabor City, N.C., and Ramona and John
Villeneuve of Murray.
Mr. Walker is the grandson of Joel and Rachel Jackson of
Almo and Gerald and Rose Walker of Dexter.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is currently attending West Kentucky Technical
College. She will soon be attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is self employed.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 2, 2007, at 2 p.m. at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited. Invitations were sent
only to out-of-town guests.

ANNOUNCE YOUR EVENT TODAY.
e-mail: jo.burkeenmurrayledger.com

Northington and Wilder

Chamberlain and Austin

Dr. and Ms. Wade Northington of Hopkinsville announce
the engagement of their daughter, Amy Northington, to Ban
Wilder, son of Ms. Pat Thielen of Tempe, Ariz., and Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Wilder of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarance
Elliott of Paducah, and the late Dr. and Mrs. L.G. Northington.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Bob Wilson and
Mrs. Cliffie Wilson Hart and the late Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Wilder.
Miss Northington is a 1997 graduate of Hopkinsville High
School, and received a bachelor of science degree from Murray State University in 2001 and a master's degree in organizational communication in 2004. She is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority. She is employed by the University of
Nevada Reno as marketing and recruiting coordinator for the
University Studies Abroad Consortium.
Mr. Wilder is a 1992 graduate of A.C. Reynolds High
School, Asheville, N.C., and received a bachelor of science
degree in organizational safety and health from Murray State
University in 2000. He is a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He is employed by Krump Construction of Reno as
director of safety.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday, June 23, 2007, in
Reno. Invitations are being sent.

Dr. and Mrs. Don Chamberlain of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter, Lindsay Raegan Chamberlain, to
Kermit E. Austin Ill, son of Ms. Catherine S. Austin of Westport, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Austin Jr., of Wilmington, N.C.
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. C.N. Holcomb of Mayfield and Ms. Violet Chamberlain
of Huntington. W.Va., and D.H. Chamberlain of Midway, W.Va.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Catherine
Stone and the late Dr. J.C. Stone of Hopkinsville and Mrs.
Margaret Austin and the late Kermit Austin of Wilmington,
N.C.
Miss Chamberlain is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a 2002 graduate of Murray State University
with a bachelor of arts degree in public relations. She is an
alumna of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and is employed as marketing director for PowerCard, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Austin is a 1992 graduate of Staples High School, Westport, Conn., and a 1999 graduate of the University of Arizona
with a bachelor of science degree in management information
systems. He is the president and CEO of PowerCard, an international restaurant marketing and consulting company based in
Wilmington, N.C.
A private family wedding is planned for August. The couple will reside in Nashville, Tenn.

Peppers Automotive Pre-ownea SPecials
2006 Chevrolet Uplander IS

2005 Toyota Prius Hybrid

2006 Toyota Solara SE

21,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6379A

65,000 Miles, T/C, CD,
PW, PL.
Stk. #TC7543A

36,000 Miles, T/C, CD.
Stk. #P6386A

515,993*

$116,275`

$415,485'

2006 Chrysler Pacifica Touring

2006 Hyundai Sonata GLS

2003
Mazda Protege

19,000 Miles,
Leather.
Stk. #P6393

4.4,111

42.000 Miles. Sunroof, T/C' 'CD.
Stk. #P6403

$417,876'

15,868*

2006 Pontiac Grand Prix GXP

2006 Chevrolet Silverado Z-71

14.000 Miles, 18" Chrome
Wheels, GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. $P6427, New MSRP $32,300

35,000 Miles, Crew
Cab, TIC, CD.
Stk. #GT7562A

$22,821'
2006 Chevrolet Silverado Z-71

24,983'
2006 Ford F-150 XLT

39,000 Miles, Crew Cab,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #GT7729A

....11111141"111-46411171.

$25,987.

2005 Chevrolet Malibu Maxx LE

5,000 Miles, Super
Cab, 4x4, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #P6425

$25,286'

2006 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 2006 Jeep Liberty 4x4
30,000 Miles, 4x4, Power
Sunroof. New MSRP
$40,025. Stk. #P6423

14,000 Miles, V-6,
Moonroof, 17" Wheels.
Stk. #P6426

WZ/r
rie in V
Kly.,...

cP";••

V-6, 28,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, T/C, CD, OnStar.
Stk. #TC7655A

$12,898'

2006 Dodge Charger

15,000 Miles, Leather,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6394

28,000 Miles,
3.5L, HO.
Stk. #P6424

98,987'

$117,989'

•

525,465e

'Declaimer AI moos plus tax. tale and license eddllionel $64.50 doc fee included Sorne photos tor Mustrabon purposes only
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PtPPt;ecc

2400 E Wood St •Pans • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com
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Summer nights program returns to Golden Pond Planetarium
GOLDEN POND, Ky. The Summer Nights planetarium and astronomy program
presented by "Friends of LBL"
will begin May 26 at the Golden Pond Planetarium located
at the Golden Pond Visitor
Center in the Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) National
Recreation Area.
Summer Nights features a
planetarium theater presentation starting at 8 p.m. in the
40-foot dome planetarium at
Golden Pond. This is followed
by live viewing of the night

sky
(weather
permitting)
through the 12.5 inch, equatorially mounted, Newtonian telescope at the Golden Pond
Observatory. Members of the
West
Amateur
Kentucky
Astronomers(WKAA)club will
also be on hand to help guide
you through the night sky and
provide additional telescopes for
sky viewing.
The Summer Nights schedule for this season is as follows:
Greek Mythologies and the
Night Sky, June 1, 8, 15, 22

invited to join WKAA members who will point out objects
in the sky and guide viewers
on their trip through the universe, weather permitting. The
dome of the Golden Pond
Observatory will be open so participants can view planets, nebula, and other celestial objects
through the Newtonian telescope.
The Summer Nights programs will be presented each
Friday and Saturday night
through Sept. 2, beginning at
8 p.m. sharp. (Friday night

and 29; July 6, 13, 20 and
27; and Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24,
and 31, all on Friday;
Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather, June 16,
July 14, and Aug. 11. Kentucky Skies, June 9, July 7,
Aug. 4, and Sept. 1.; Far Out
Space Places, May 26, June
23, July 21, and Aug. 18.
Search for Life in the Universe, June 2, June 30, July
28, and Aug. 25, all on Saturday.
Inunediately following these
presentations, the audience is

programs may be postponed at
times, therefore, please call
ahead to check show dates.)
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. No
tickets will be sold after the
show begins. Admission is $4
for adults, $2 for children 612, and free for children 5 and
under. (Discount and fun cards
are not accepted for this special program.) The Golden
Pond Planetarium is located on
The Trace (Ky. 453) at the
junction with US68/KY80 in
LBL.
Land Between The Lakes is

managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
"Friends of LBL," to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
For more information on LBL,
the regular operating schedule
for the Golden Pond Planetarium, or other activities at LBL,
visit the website at www.lbl.org
or call 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270924-2000. To learn more about
the WKAA visit their website
at www.wkaa.net.

Red Cross
Blood Drive
will be
Thursday
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
On Thursday between 1 and
6 p.m., a Red Cross Blood Drive
will be held at the Family Life
Center of Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel. The American Red Cross
is committed to provide a safe
and adequate blood supply for
our community.
Remember one pint of blood
can provide life sustaining benefits for three people. Patients'
lives depend on it. Only you
can provide life-saving blood.
It can't be done without your
help.
Become a member of an
exclusive group: The 5 percent of the eligible Untied States
population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
First time donors are highly
appreciated!
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be candnelltlettr
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
Each participant will receive
a free gift and refreshments
will be served.
Dates for the next blood
drives are Office Depot, Murray, May 24 from 12:30 to
5:30 p.m. and Weaks Community Center, Murray, June 15
from 2 to 7 p.m.

Faxon
area recipes
being
compliled
Debbie Smith of the Faxon
community is compiling recipes
for the second edition of the
cookbook, "Cooking Favorites
From Faxon," which was published in 1968 by the Mothers Club of Faxon Elementary
School.
Smith is requesting the cooks
of the area to send their favorite
recipes to her at 400 Faxon
Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or by
e-mail to shannal2980@hotmail.com. For more information call Smith at 753-9970.

Donations
requested
by centers
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Center and the Gentry
House Homeless Shelter, both
of Murray, are partnering up
and asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes.
Many of these individuals
have children. Current items
needed are towels, wash cloths
kitchen trash bags, toilet papei
paper towels, hair conditioner.
cleaning supplies and old cell
phones. Items may be taken
to Merryman House at 629
Broad St. Ext. or Gentry House
at 716 Nash Dr.. between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
Both offices are United Way
agencies and are located across
from each other. For more information call 759-2373 or 7535000, ext. 306.

Lett Build Something Together'
$188 6-pack

4' pot

Geranium
*Beautifully rounded flower heads that bloom
freely and abundantly 093399

Assorted Annuals
*Choose from several blooming vaneties
*93394

$898
Annual
Hanging Baskets
*Choose from many
varieties *Instant color
for porch, patio or deck
090639

$1298 10 pot

$
4
99 gallon

Salvia May Hight

Geranium Pre-Potted Planter
*Dark green foliage with large flowers
in a variety of colors 092874

•Deep blue or purple flower spikes
•Biooms in early to mid-summer *96041

10" Annual Premium
Hanging Baskets
#94004
$10.98

ofo
off

1

SATURDAY, MAY 19, 2007
.9am .11am .1pm -3pm

AU.OUTDOOR FOUNTAINS

ALL PLANTERS

Discount taken at register.
Olfer valid 5/16/07-5/20/07. See store for datells.

Discount taken at register Otter • 5/18/07-5,20/07
Excludes pre-potted granters. Soo Rom for details

Prize drawing at the end of each clinic for the
completed container garden. See store for details.

value

in bloom
s
5 DAYS ONLY
5/16/07 - 5/20/07

SPECIALVALUE!
4 days only

GET 4
BAGS FOR

SIARTER
11 RUUD

$392

$7975,000 tic, ft

$1297 5,000 sq. ft.

Sta-Cirwien• Weed and Feed

Scotts Starter Fertilizer

.2-month time release *Controls
150 different lawn weeds ssasso

.
•Provicles every grass seed the sari,
nutrition #71012

icuft

Sta-Green° Flower and Vegetable
Planting Mix
•Hogh in organic matter to improve soil
texture ~1.1

Red Colored Much
*2 cu. ft. per bag *85281
Olecaura Won Snmastar
OW =id 5(18/07-5/20437,07
Si,awe Oar detttle

YOUR CHOICE

fT

now SPECIAL
SPEC'A LVALUE!
$398... VALUE! now5 lbs
$6375648
was 5497
Round Point Shovel

S$3291. *8156
0111dall Rake
06215, eaThe

was
Bayer Advanced24n-1 Roes & Rower Care

*Feed and protects In one .aSV
1167872

$1997quart
Beyer AdvancedConcentrate Tree it
Shrub kwect Control
1163006

stop

now SPECIALVALUIE!
$6498
was s7948
Lawn and Garden Cart

63C each

•1200 lb bating capacity
•13' pneumatic wheels 0129180

46imm Red/Charcoal Paver
x d'W x 1-7/8'H 0123114

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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SPORTS
e-mail: sportsCamurrayledger.com

www.murrayledger.com

DODGERS 9, CARDINALS 7

Furcal fuels
Dodgers'
offense
Los ANGELES SHORTSTOP
POUNDS OUT FOUR HITS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

A lightning bolt stnkes down behind the outfield fence at Brooks Stadium in Paducah Tuesday evening Weather cancelled the baseball
game with Murray State and the University of Kentucky.

Lightning Strikes Out
MOTHER NATURE TAKES TOLL ON 'BATTLE AT BFtOOKS'
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State's baseball game
against Kentucky on Tuesday's
night at Paducah's Brooks
Stadium was cancelled due to
rain and thunderstorms.
The game will not be made
up. Fans who had tickets to
game should call the MSU ticket office at 809-4895 to get a
refund.
The Thoroughbreds close out
their regular-season schedule
with a three-game series with
Ohio Valley Conference rival
Jacksonville State on Fnday and
Saturday. The teams will play a
doubleheader on Friday, beginning at 1 p.m., then will .play a
single game on Saturday at I
p.m.
The 'Breds will honor their
eight seniors prior to the
Saturday game. beginning at
42:45 p.m.
Murray State could return to
Brooks Satdium next week by
advancing to the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament, which
begin
is
scheduled
to
Wednesday, May 23 and runs
through the 26th.

MICHAEL DANN /Ledger & Times
Members of the Murray State baseball team pull the tarp onto the Brooks Stadium field Tuesday
evening, cancelling the game with the 'Breds and the Wildcats.

NASCAR

LOS ANGFI FS(AP)— Last Saturday, Rafael Furcal
was in a rut, hitting only .214 after making outs in his
first two at-bats against the Cincinnati Reds.
He got hits his next two times up, and has been on a
startling tear ever since.
Furcal continued his extraordinary offensive surge
with four hits Tuesday night, and the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat St. Louis 9-7 to snap a 10-game losing
streak to the Cardinals.
Furcal has four hits in three straight games — the first
major leaguer to accomplish that feat since Marcus Giles
did it for the Atlanta Braves in 2003. Furcal played for
the Braves at that time.
"It was in Montreal. I remember that," the Dodgers'
switch-hitting shortstop said. "It was unbelievable."
That pretty much tells the story regarding Racal, who
has 14 hits in his last 16 at-bats to raise his batting average to .297.
"I say, 'Thank God,' because it's unbelievable,"
Furcal said with a smile.
The other players with three straight four-hit games in
the last 55 years are Brett Butler, Mike Benjamin and
Tim Salmon, and the major league record for consecutive
four-hit games is four, set by Brooklyn's Milt Stock in
1925.
"I can't do that on Play Station. He's doing it in real
life," teammate Luis Gonzalez said. "Guys in the dugout
are shaking their heads. If he gets two hits tomorrow
night, we're all going to be disappointed."
U See CARDINALS, 11A

BRANIMIR KVARTUC /AP

Rafael Furcal hits a bases-loaded triple in the third
inning against St. Louis in Los Angeles Tuesday.

FIRST REGION TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Hard Times for DEI
TEAM LOSES 100
POINTS,$100K;
EURY SUSPENDED
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — Dale Earnhardt
Jr.'s split from DEI was already a soap opera.
Cheating allegations have now made it a scandal.
Earnhardt was docked I(X) points Tuesday,
::and crew chief Tony Eury Jr. was fined $100000
:land suspended six races for an illegal modifica:lion to the Car of Tomorrow at Darlington
:Raceway.
' The penalties are a significant setback in
Earrihardt's hid to win a Neste! Cup title before
he leaves 1)EI at the end of the season — his seventh with his late father's company. He dropped
two spots to 14th in the standings. currently out
ot championship contention.
It's also a clear sign from NASCAR that it
will follow a zero tolerance policy when it
Comes to creativity on the COT.
And, at a time when Earn.hardes defection
from DEI luis everyone talking. it raised questions of sabotage on a team that previously had a
reputation for staying well within the rule book.
"Yes. Dale Jr said he is leaving. But there is
absolutely nothing for Dale Jr. or Tony Jr. to gain
from giving anything less than 100 percent for
the rest of the season," said Max Siegel. president of global operations at DEI
"I Pu se heard theories that Tony Jr. was trying
to get fired, he's trying to get out of his deal. I
can honestly say that's absolutely not true 'MI is appealing the seventy of the fines, and
lairy is expected to work this weekend's All-Star
race Suspensions don't begin until the appeals
scess is finished
If the appeal is decided next week, and the

AP

Dale Eamhardt Jr talks to his crew chief.
Tony Eury Jr., during practice for the Dodge
Avenger 500 last Fnday. Eamhardt was
docked 100 points and Eury was fined and
supended for an illegal modification infraction.
suspension is not reduced, Eury would be out
until the July 7 race at Daytona International
Raceway.
Eury, who is also Ear-nhardt's cousin, is under
contract at DEI through the 2008 season,
Earnhardt is in the final year of his deal and said
last Thursday that he will leave at the end of the
season
Although he's indicated he'd like to leave
with Junior. Eury said last week that his future
was uncertain.
"I would like to stay with Dale ii, but 1 want
to do whatever is best for Tony Jr and leave all
my options open.- he said.
Fury has maintained that the infraction at
outdated brackDarlington was an oversight
ets were accidentally used on the rear wing of
Earnhardt's COT.

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger A Times
The Murray High School doubles
team of Addie Griffo (Top left) and
Haley Haverstock share a laugh
Tuesday. while Calloway County's
Tncsa Taylor (left) returns a serve in
the First Region Tennis Tournament
in Lone Oak. Weather suspended
the matches, which will be made up
Thursday.
The tournament resumes at 4 p.m.
today with the boys' first and second
round matches

j
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Tubby hits
ground
running at
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) When Tubby Smith left
Kentucky for Minnesota in
March, he tradecfbasketball royalty for a program in ruin.
Less than two months into
the job, he likes what he sees.
"I'm impressed with. No. 1,
the level of support - from
facilities to Joel Maturi, from
the president, Dr. Bruininks, we
have everything in place to be
successful," Smith said Tuesday
after a news conference touting
the launch of the new Big Ten
Network. "I think we've had to
upgrade some areas and we're in
the process of doing that. But it
all starts with the person at the
top. The face of this program is
important to us, and we have to
surround ourselves with the type
of players we recruit."
Smith has been a busy man
since he was all but shoved out
of town by Kentucky's demanding fan base in March, only to
arrive to a hero's welcome in
Minneapolis.
He is charged with turning
around a Gophers program that
collapsed under the weight of an
academic fraud scandal during
Clem Haskins' regime, followed
by seven years of mediocrity
with Dan Monson at the helm.
Smith has spent the past two
months assessing the program,
recruiting players and making
various public appearances in an
effort to breathe life into a dormant program.
"Gopher basketball has been
pretty sound," Smith said.
"There's been some slippage,
but you go through cycles. One
of the reasons I came here was
because I see the potential in
r Minnesota basketball and what
1 it means to so many people.
; There's a lot to sell."
On the court, that's a differI. ent story. The Gophers went 922 last season, 3-13 in the Big
e
i Ten.
t
Smith brings instant credibil,ity to a program~
when it came to recruits. All he
e has to do is wear that national
„
- championship ring, and he's got
a high school player's attention.
"It's been excellent," Smith
said of the reception he's gotten
from recruits. "It's been very
encouraging, very positive.
"We've had local coaches,
local players and others calling.
You can really gauge that by the
number of unofficial visits people make that want to come and
see what Minnesota is all about,
L and see how we're going to go
.. about it and share the vision of
:our plan to make Minnesota a
: national power, and not just a
• Big Ten power.The Big Ten Network will
only help Smith's cause.
Starting with the football season
in the fall, the network will televise conference competition including football, basketball
and Olympic sports - across
the country.
Smith said the network is
"something we hope to partnership and piggyback on in selling
this new staff, new regime, and
new direction to Gopher basketball with us coming here.He is still working on finalizing his coaching staff, setting
the schedule and finding a place
to live, but he called the transition to Minnesota "smooth."
Matun, the director of athletics, is still getting pats on the
back for the hire.
"I call him a rock star. and I
don't know if that's the right or
appropriate description.- Maturi
said. "But I don't mean just here
in the cities, but every place I
go. People 1 know and people
that I know in the business say,
'How in the world did you get
Tubby Smith to Minnesota?'
And they question that in a positive way because they're all
shocked that it happened."
The move will help the
upstart Big Ten Network, president Mark Silverman said.
"When they hired Tubby
Smith, we were celebrating."
Silverman said. "Somebody the
level of Tubby Smith brings fantastic benefits to the school and
to the network because fans
want to tune in to see him."
Smith's resume includes a
national championship, five
SEC championships and 14
straight 20-win seasons spanning his tenures at Tulsa.
Georgia and Kentucky, a pattern
of success that has energized
Minnesota's disillusioned fans.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Pictured are competitors who participated in the 2007 Men's Spring Stroke Play tournament,
held May 5-6 at Oaks Country Club. (Bottom right) Matt Garrison earned top honors in the
Championship Flight after carding a 140.(Top, from left) Hunter Garrison, Jordan Smith, Brock
Simmons and Chasten Howard were all part of the tournament field. Howard was the winner
of the Junior Division with a 157.

Oaks announces
stroke play winners
Staff Report
Several local golfers recently
competed in the 2007 Men's
Spring Stroke Play tournament,
held at Oaks Country Club.
Matt Garrison was the top
finisher among 43 participants,
claiming the Championship
Flight by carding a 69 and a 71
for a two-day total of 140. Mark
Waldrop
finished
behind
Garrison, producing scores of 71
and 72 for a total of 143.
Ted Darnell took home top
honors in the First Flight, turning in scores of 78 and 73 to finish with a 151. His total barely
bested Jerry Wade's 152.
In the Second Flight, Bryan

Scott tallied scores of 85 and 74
to finish as the winner with a
159. Denny Jones (80, 80) was
second with a 160.
Tom Clendenen was the
Third Flight winner, posting
scores of 87 and 84 to finish at
171. Dennis Pittenger was second with a 90 and an 83 for a
total of 173.
Prentice Darnell captured the
Seinor Division with scores of
71 and 72 for a final total of 143.
In the Junior Division,
Chasten Howard carded a 77
and an 80 for a 157 to capture
the top spot. Jordan Smith was
second with a 160, and Hunter
Garrison was third with a 167.

National League Standings
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
25 14.641
New York
24 14.632 1/2
Phitadelphia
19 20.487
6
17 22.436
Florida
8
Washington
13 26.333
12
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Milwaukee
25 14.641
19 19.500 5 1/2
Houston
Chicago
18 19.486
6
Ptttsburgh
17 21.447 7 1/2
16 21 432
St Louis
8
16 24.400 9 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct GM
24 16.600
Los Mgeies
Arizona
21 19.525
3
San Diego
21 19.525
3
San Francisco
19 19.500
4
Colorado
16 23.410 7 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Florida 9, Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 6, Washington 2
Philadelphia 4, Milwaukee 3
Chicago Cubs 10, N Y Mets 1
Houston 6, San Francisco 5, 10 innings
Arizona 3, Colorado 0
Cincinnati 2, San Diego 1. 12 innings
L.A. Dodgers 9, St. Louis 7
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Olsen 3-3) at Pittsburgh (Duke
1-4). 605 p m
Atlanta (Davies 1-1) at Washington
(Speigner 1-0), 605 p.m.
Milwaukee (Suppan 5-3) at Philadelphia
(Hamels 5-1,605 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Hill 4-2) at N.Y Mots
(JSosa 2-0), 6.10 p.m.
San Francisco (Lowry 4-3) at Houston
(Sampson 3-3), 7:05 p.m
Arizona (Webb 3-2) at Colorado (Cook
2-1), 735 p.m.
Cincinnati (Arroyo 2-3) at San Diego
(Peavy 5-1), 9:05 p.m
St. Louis (K.Weils 1-7) at L.A. Dodgers
(Wolf 4-3), 9:10 p.m
Thursday's Games
Atlanta (James 4-3) at Washington
(Simontacchi 1-1), 12:05 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Guzman 0-0) at N Y
Mets (Vargas 0-0). 12:10 p.m.
Anzona (L Hernandez 3-21 at Colorado
(Fogg 1-4). 2.05 p m.
Milwaukee (Sheets 3-2) at Philadelphia
(Garcia 1-2). 205 p.m.
Florida (Nolasco 1-1) at Pittsburgh
(Armas 0-3), 605 p m
San Francisco (Lincecum 1-0) at
Houston (Oswalt 6-2), 7 05 p.m

American Usague Standings
All Times CDT
But Drvislon
W
L Pet GB
Boston
26 12.884
New Yon,
17 19.472
8:
Baltimore
18 22 450
Ss
17 22.436 9 1/2:
Toronto
10.
Tampa Bay
16 22.421
Central Don
W
L Pct
24 14.632
Detroit
Cleveland
22 14.611
18 16.529
Chicago
Minnesota
18 20.474
Kansas City
13 27 325
1
West Division
W
L Pct
Los Angeles
22 18 550
18
16
Saadi.
529
Oakland
20 18 526
15 24 385
Texas
61
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 7, Boston 2
Cleveland 15. Minnesota 7
Toronto 2, Baltimore 1
Tampa Bay 4 Texas 3. 10 innings
N Y Yankees at Chicago While Sox,
ppd., rain
Seattle 11. L A Angels 3
Oakland 5. Kansas City 4. 11 innings
Wednesday's Games
N.Y Yankees (Mussina 2-1) at
White Sox (Banks 1-4), 1'05 p.m., 1
game
Detroit (Maroth 3-0) at Boston (Tava
1-4), 605 p.m
Minnesota (SiNa 2-3) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 5-1), 605 p.m
Baltimore (Burres 1-1) at Toronto
(Burnett 3-3), 6 07 p.m
Texas (Padilla 1-5) vs Tampa Bay
(Fossum 2-3) at Kissimmee. Fla 6.10
p.m.
N.Y Yankees (Wang 1-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 3-3). 7.11 pm.
2nd game
L.A Angels (Lackey 5-3) at Seattle
(Bask 1-0), 905 p.m
Kansas City (Perez 2-4) at Oakland
(Blanton 4-1), 9 05 p m
Thursday's Gaines
Minnesota (..1 Santana 4-3- at Cleveland
(Carmona 4-1). 11 05 a.m
N.Y. Yankees lDeSalvo 1-0/at Chicago
White Sox (Garland 2-2). 1 .05 pm
Kansas City (Elation 0-0) at Oakland
(Braden 1-2). 2:35 p.m
Detroit (Durbin 3-1) at Boston (Schilling
4-1), 605 p.m
Texas (Loe 1-31 vs Tampa Bay (Kazmir
2-2) at Kissimmee, Fla , 6-10 p m.
L A Angels (Colon 4-01 at Seattle
(Washburn 3-3). 9.05 p m

ECirdinals

The winners of Breaktime Billiards' 2006-07 Winter-Spring 8-Ball League pose with their trophies.

Break Time gives out top honors
Staff Report
The
team
of Johnny
Emmons,
James
Fielder,
Brandon Underhill and Jen
Boggess took home top honors
at the conclusion of the
Breaktime Billiards 2006-07
Winter-Spring 8-Ball League.
The foursome claimed first
place in the overall season competition and also took the top

+

spot in the final tournament.
The overall runner-up and the
second-place team in the tournament consisted of Shane
Phillips, Billy Bazzell, Chuck
Harrell. Debbie Stom and
Geneva Brockwell. Third place
went to the team of Ryan
Sanders, James "Brodee" Klein,
Dan Jones and Scott Adams.
Claiming fourth place was

Calloway County Chapter
American Red Cross

It's Not Too Late To Register For
Summer 2007 Learn To Swim Program

the team of Jessie Boggess, Ron
Cook, Randy Montgomery and
Bobby Puckett.
The Highest Shooter award
went to Philliips, while
Underhill was given the Most
Improved Player award.
Spring League action is
scheduled to start this month.
Interested persons should contact Mick Stom at 759-9303.

CLASSIC

(a.m. & p.m.)
(a.m. & p.m.)
(a.m.& p.m.)
(a.m. & p.m.)

(we.)

liedy Suitor
*Mr Eaten Irma Vino
To sam is Ku home raronor
conixt is Way
NMI MI. St.• 753-51142

TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Light heavyweights Glen
Johnson (44-11-2) vs Monte)) Griffin
(48-6-0). at Holtywood. Fla
HORSE RACING
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2- Post position draw for
Preakness Stakes at Baltimore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Detroit at Boston
NBA BASKETBALL
Time TBA
TNT - Playoffs Eastern Conference
semttinal. game 5, New Jersey at
Cleveland (it necessary)
Time TBA
TNT - Playoffs Western Conference
semifinal game 5, San Antonio at
Phoenix
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
VERSUS - Playoffs Eastern
Conference final game 4 Buffalo at
Ottawa

MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT

Friday, June 1 2007 @ the Murray Country nub
Prizesfor let, 2r4 and 3rd • Drawings and giveaways • 550,000 bole-in-one!
•$150frr a .3 permn team •S200for a hold Isomer (includes team &rign)
•$50for an inelimeissal •$500for a Patron (includes 2 teams, sign and advertisin)

Sffka Salim Dates
Noe 11-16
Jane 19-24
June 25-30
July 9-14
July 16-21

TWAT'S LUMP WINISORED BY:

3 PERSON TEAM • 1:00 P.M. SHOTGUN START • SCRAMBLE FORMAT

'Students on the free lunsh program mav awls for a
scholarship Contact office or ask during registration
Pre-registration s in he taken over phone

Session
Session 2:
Session 3:
Semite 4:
Sendon 5:

Takashi Saito, the fifth Dodgers'
pitcher, worked the ninth for his
12th save. He has converted 22
straight save opportunities dating to last year.
"This was an offensive win,
definitely," Lowe said. "They
picked me up today. The ultimate goal is to win, it doesn't
matter how."

2nd Annual Ty Holland/John Hina Coaches

Registration at the Weaks Community Center
607 Poplar St (2nd Floor)

Mon.-Thurs: 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday: 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

From Page 10A
Furcal had hits off Adam
Wainwright (3-3) in each of the
first three innings, and another
off Russ Springer in the seventh.
His bases-loaded triple in the
third snapped a 4-4 tie and was
the big blow in a six-run rally
that put the Dodgers ahead for
good.
Furcal flied to left against
Kelvin Jimenez in the fifth in his
only other at-bat.
"He's hotter than a firecracker," Wainwright said. "The only
good curveball I threw all day,
he hit in the gap."
Cardinals star Albert Pujols
gave a double thumbs-up when
asked about Furcal.
"That's awesome," Pujols
said. "That's how it is when you
get so many hits like that. You
have to be in a zone."
The Cardinals beat the
Dodgers in their final two games
of the 2005 season, in all seven
meetings last year and made it
10 straight Monday night in
their first game of this season.
The Dodgers' nine-game winning streak against Cincinnati is
now the longest active winning
streak by one team over another
in the majors.
Derek Lowe (4-4) earned the
victory despite a shaky performance, allowing eight hits and
four runs in 5 1-3 innings.

PLAYERS:

(SPITS,DIADLINII IS MAT 20T14)

I.
2.

3,
HOLE SPONSOR:

Eta
Parent 41 Child Aquancs (toddler and preschool) $30.00
Levels 1-6(Ages 5 cf up)$45.00
GuardStart(Ages II-141 $80.00
Late Registration Fee After May 25 $5.00
For more leformation please call (270)753-1421
or email: calloway redcrom murray-ky.aet

Slake he,k. payable to, Murray Higb Quarterback Oa
Artemis:sin Mark Vinson; 210 N. 12th St.. Murray, KY 42071
For more iraformuMum a& 270-753-9034 or 866-507-6583

Neatens may
tre-olahanalub'
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Photo provided
MEMBERSHIP RENEWED: The Murray Kroger store recently renewed their membership with
Murray State University's Town and Gown program. Pictured is Kim Gnffo, coordinator of the
Town and Gown program, and Don Cherry, manager of the Murray Kroger store. Through this
program business and community members are able to interact with the university in various
ways that include participating in forums, serving on an advisory committee or focus group on
Town and Gown issues, and providing guidance and suggestions to President Dr. Randy
Dunn. For more information, contact Gnffo at 809-4415 or kim.gnffo@murraystate.edu.

Are You A Soapbox
Derby Fan?
May 19th
Construction Clinics - 8 am to 2 pm
Each Day at Downtown Warehouse on
Poplar & Chery Street

June 1st
Trial Run and Final Inspection
3 pm to 6 pm
Main Street between 4th & 5th

Photo provided
MEMBERSHIP RENEWED: Wal-Mart recently renewed their membership with Murray State
University's Town and Gown program. Pictured is Kim Gnffo, coordinator of the Town and
Gown program, and Mike Phillips, co-manager of the Murray Wal-Mart. Through this program
business and community members are able to interact with the university in vanous ways that
include participating in forums, serving on an advisory committee or focus group on Town and
Gown issues, and providing guidance and suggestions to President Dr. Randy Dunn. For
more information, contact Gnffo at 809-4415 or kim.gnffo@murraystate.edu.

Emory's outstanding senior passes on $20,000 prize
ATLANTA (AP) — Named as an outstanding senior at Emory University, Robbie
Brown received a $20,000 prize. Using it for
himself was not his style.
Brown is giving the money to Elizabeth
Sholtys, a fellow Emory student who
opened a home for street children in India
during her junior year.
"Emory has given me so much already,"
Brown said Monday before the graduation
ceremony. "It's time to give back."
Brown and Sholtys, who also graduated
Monday, met earlier this year and he learned

about the home.
"I was incredibly impressed," he said.
He knew right away what he would upon
learning that he was receiving the 2007
McMullan Award,given to a graduating senior who exhibits "outstanding citizenship.
exceptional leadership and potential for
service to his or her community, the nation
and the world."
There was little surprise on the Emory
campus that Brown would give the money to
Sholtys.
"It was a beautiful culmination of his

instincts and his ability to do exactly the
right thing," Emory vice president
Rosemary Magee said.
Brown, a graduate of Atlanta's
Westminster Schools, has always been a
standout at Emory.
Earlier this year, he was named as a
Bobby Jones scholar, which includes a year
of study at the University of St. Andrews in
Scotland.
Sholtys, of Ithaca, N.Y.. spent two years
in India while a high school student, working with children.

•Project Graduation ...

June 2nd

From Front

Race Day - (Rain Day June 3rd)
Main Street between 4th & 5th

oilers them one last time for
them to be together before they
leave and begin their other life
journey." she said. "Senior
members are the only ones who
can attend, they can't invite
members of other classes to
attend with them."

Registration Packets Available

Please Call

759-9474
for more information

inliClUla
.•••...
www....1•••••

Customer Service.

MHS followed the lead of
other high schools across the
nation in the late 1990s when
they
began
implementing
Project Graduation all-night parties for graduating seniors. in
addition
to
the
Murray
Independent School District and
Calloway County leiigieliehools
offenng this to their seniors,
other area schools including
Marshall. McCracken and
Graves counties also offer
Project Graduation for their seniors.
Robinson, M1SD
Mike
Safety Resource Officer who
serves as the chair of the event,
said the event has proven successful for the MISD. "Since
this program was initiated there
have been no fatalities occurring
on graduation night in our community," he said. "The students

look forward to the overnight
event."
Sponsored by the Murray
Police Department since 2004.
the event is attended by 95 percent of the graduating class."We
support any kind of celebratory
late night program that keeps the
students together, while enjoying a good time," said Sgt. Jim
Osborne, the Murray Police
Department public affairs officer. "Since Project Graduation
originated in our community we
have not seen any fatalities on
graduation night."
Taylor Pierce, MHS senior
who recently wrote about
Project Graduation in an article
for the Murray Ledger & Times
senior tabloid, reported one of
the main attractions is "parents
know where their children are
and that they are supervised all

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed latedors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
IL Stylish dripmy hardware.
'3, k.autiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstiny tio I s ewir core r rouse
S. Interior design serkes designed to fit your budget onvine AV)
Frorn destgn to febncatron to profession)! installetton sot, work is done
in house by our friendly staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!

9zee4# Dniesiicys•
40$ S. 12th St. • 753•5351

Your chance to learn tips on
serving and pleasing customers.

ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW

And, meet many new ones!

Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park, in Gilbertsville,
invites yOu to Our annual Arts & Crafts shows
We welcome new vendors!

The Chamber's Annual

Business Business

TRADE SHOW &JOB FAIR

MAY 31- RSEC

SpoPuored b) AT&T Ai aped the nen A

ikorliforre investment Board

THURSDAY, MAN 31 / 2 -6 PM
Reserve your booth space today for The Chamber's trade
show and networking event You'll hear from international
speaker Susan Miller plus interact with businesses and
customers from throughout our region Booths are only
$50 for Chamber members Call the Chamber today at
753-5171 for details before the spaces are gone,
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KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE

MAY 26 & 27, 2007
OCTOBER 13 & 14, 2007
LOCATION:

NORTH VILLAGE AREA BY POST OFFICE

HOURS:

9 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SHOW:

A JURIED ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW

FOOD:

TRADITIONAL KENTUCKY FARE FOOD ITEMS
INCLUDE BAR-B-QUE, HAMBURGERS,
CORN ON THE COB, AND MORE PROVIDED
BY OUR RESORT'S CHEF.

ACTIVITIES:

• DEMONSTRATIONS BY CRAFT PERSONS &
DOOR PRIZES
• MUSIC SHOWCASES EACH DAY
SATURDAY

12:M__. BRUSHFIRE
2:00 THE AICKENDREES

SUNDAY - 12:30 COPE BROTHERS
2:30 POOR FARM ROAD
• NO ADMISSION AND PARKING IS FREE

For more information, call Mary Greer
at 270-362-4271 or marya.greereicy.gov.
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night."
Robinson said once a student
enters the event they are not
allowed to leave and re-enter. "If
they leave they are not allowed
to return."
Project Graduation debuted
at MHS in 1997.
Calloway County
High
School's Project Graduation
activities will run from 10:30
p.m. on Friday, May 25, to 6
a.m. Saturday. This is the 20th
year for the CCHS event have
begun in 1987.
The theme of this year's
event is "Casino Royale" to tie
in with the James Bond 007
theme adopted by the graduating
class, according to project coordinator Kimberly Walls. CCHS
language arts teacher and drama
sponsor.
CCHS School Resource
Officer Kenny Collins said,
"Project Graduation has made a
huge impact toward reducing
the number of incidents requiring law enforcement response
on the night of commencement.
I've worked as a sheriff's
deputy and as an EMT responding to calls in the years before
Project Graduation was started,
and the calls for loud parties,
fighting, underage drinking and
traffic accidents have been nearly eliminated with the high percentage of students participating
in the overnight activities at
CCHS."
David Dowdy. public relations coordinator for the
Calloway
County
School
System, said the event is held at
the school and once the students
are admitted to the event they
must remain there throughout
the evening. If a student decides
to
leave
parents
and/or
guardians are notified of the student's departure and they are not
allowed to return, he said.
The CCHS event consists of
numerous games and other
activities. Money will even be
provided for students participat
ing in the casino room.
Dowdy said local residents
wanting to support the CCHS
Project Graduation will have
one last Rebate Day to participate in on Tuesday. May 22,
from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. at
Backyard Burgers. Customers
may drop their receipts in a box
at the counter and the CCHS
project will receive a percentage
donation that goes toward funding the event. This helps with
food, prizes, games. T-shirts and
more. Dowdy added.
According to information
from CCHS, local students are
allowed to bring a guest with
them to the activities at no cost.
however that guest will not be
eligible to win prizes.
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Murray State University faculty members honored with awards
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MSU photo by Sherry McClain
Murray State University faculty members were honored with
years of service and special awards during the Faculty
Banquet. The office of the provost, along with the office of
undergraduate research and scholarly activity, presented the
Distinguished Mentor Award to Dr. Paula Waddill (left), professor of psychology, and Dr. Terry Derting, associate professor
of biology (right). They are pictured with Dr. Jim McCoy, associate provost.

MSU photo by Sherry McClain

MSU photo by Sherry McClain

Murray State University faculty members were honored with
years of service awards and recognition for retiring faculty at
the Faculty Banquet, as well as other special awards. Dr.
Brenda Wilson (left), associate professor of computer science, was recognized with the Teaching Innovation Faculty
Fellowship grant. She is shown with Dr. Jim McCoy, associate
provost. Also receiving a fellowship is Marcie Johnson, senior
lecturer of English, who was unable to attend the banquet.

Murray State University faculty members were honored with
years of service awards and recognition for retiring faculty at
the Faculty Banquet, as well as other special awards. Dr. Mike
Kemp (left), associate professor of industrial and engineering
technology, was recognized with the Sandra Flynn Professor
of the Year Award for his outstanding support of the international program at MSU. He is shown with Dr. Jim McCoy,
associate provost.
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TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL

"We Target Your Bugs - Not Your Waller
S30 Quarterly Pest Control - Interior and Exterior
'Guaranteed Service*
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Call 761-BUGS (2847) Today!

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
"Serving The Area for Over 50 Years"
1880 State it. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday- Friday • 7:00 a.ne.-5:00 p.m.

TIRES
MSU Phosay Sherry taicciain
Murray State University faculty members were honored with
years of service awards and recognition for retiring faculty at
the Faculty Banquet, as well as other special awards. Dr.
Terry Derting (left), received a recognition plaque on behalf of
the interdisciplinary faculty team for the HP Technology for
Teaching Leadership Grant. She is pictured with Dr. Jim
McCoy, associate provost.

•Michelin 'Goodyear 'Dayton
'Republic •Toyo .Firestone .Yokohama
MSU photo by Sherry McClain

Murray State University faculty members were honored with
years of service awards and recognition for retiring faculty at
the Faculty Banquet. Dr. Jay Morgan (left), faculty member
from the school of agnculture, who has 10 years of service, is
shown with Dr. Tony Brannon, dean.

GREAT SERVICE
.Alignment
'Transmission Flush
•Brakes
'Coolant Flush
'Shocks •Struts
'Belts, Hoses
'Oil, Lube & Filter 'AC Service

MSU photo by Sherry McClain

Murray State University faculty members were honored
with years of service awards
and recognition for retiring
faculty at the
Faculty
Banquet. Faculty from the
college of humanities and
fine arts with 15 and 20 years
of service are shown with Dr.
Ted Brown, dean. (From left)
are Dick Dougherty. Squire
Babock, Ann Neelon and
Brown. Not pictured are
Marcie Johnson and Joe
Chaney.
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Ethicist calls U.S. health care system 'dysfunctional mess'
; CHICAGO(AP)— The U.S. health
care system is "a dysfunctional mess"
and politicians who insist otherwise
loOk ignorant, according to a medical journal essay by a prominent
ethicist at the National Institutes of
Figalth.
' "If a politician declares that the
United States has the best health care
system in the world today, he or she
looks clueless rather than patriotic or
authoritative," Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel
wrote in today's Journal of the Amer-

ican Medical Association.
Emanuel, who supports sweeping
health care reform, said the U.S. spends
$6,000 per person per year on health
care, an amount that is more than
16 percent of the nation's gross domestic product and more than any other
country.
He also said Americans' average
life expectancy of 78 ranks 45th in
the world, behind Bosnia and Jordan. And the U.S. infant death rate
is 6.37 per 1,000 live births, higher

Helmet saves cyclist after
truck runs over his head
MILWAUKEE(AP)— Ryan
Lipscomb lived to tell how it
felt to have a truck run over
his head. "Really strange," he
said.
Lipscomb, 26 of Seattle, suffered a concussion but was
otherwise unhurt. He was shaken up, especially after he saw
his mangled helmet.
Lipscomb, a graduate student in medical physics at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, was riding down a bike
path in Madison on Friday
afternoon. As he approached
an intersection, he said, he
noticed the oncoming delivery
truck preparing to make a right
turn in front of him.
The truck wasn't going to
stop, Lipscomb said, so he
slammed on his brakes, flipping his bike and landing in
the street.
A moment later the truck
rolled over his head.
"I didn't see it coming, but
I sure felt it roll over my
head." he told The Capital
Times newspaper. "It feels really strange to have a truck run
over your head."
His black helmet was flattened, tread marks visible on
the cracked frame.
Lipscomb was taken to a hosOat and released about three
hours later.
Police initially declined to
call the incident a hit-and-run,
saying it was unclear whether
the driver knew someone had
been hit. But Sgt. Bernie Gonzalez later updated the acci-

AP
University of WisconsinMadison graduate student
Ryan Lipscomb holds helmet
he was wearing while in accident involving a delivery
truck.
dent report to include the designation.
Police spokesman Mike Hanson said Tuesday there haven't
been any arrests because investigators haven't been -able to
identity the driver.
In a telephone interview
Tuesday with The Associated
Press. Lipscomb said he has
had some lingering headaches
and a stiff neck. "All things
considered, that's about as good
as it can get," he said.
Despite the close call, he
said, he has to focus on school.
His qualifying exam for the
Ph.D program is next week.
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than that of most developed nations.
President Bush frequently has said
Americans have the world's best health
care system, but Emanuel stopped short
of calling Bush clueless in his essay
and during an interview with The
Associated Press.
"I work for the federal government. You can't possibly get me to
make that statement," Emanuel said
in the interview.
Emanuel's proposal involves phasing out Medicaid, Medicare and

By GARANCE BURKE
Associated Press Writer
STRATHMORE, Calif.(AP)
— On Grandparents Day, Domitile Lemus accompanied her 8year-old
granddaughter to
school. As the girls lined up
behind Sunnyside Union Elementary, a foul mist drifted
onto the playground from the
adjacent orange groves, witnesses say.
Lemus started coughing, and
two children collapsed in
spasms, vomiting on the blacktop.
She and the little girls have
since recovered without apparent lasting effects.
But an Associated Press
investigation has found that over
the past decade, hundreds, possibly thousands, of schoolchildren in California and other
agricultural states have been
exposed to farm chemicals
linked to sickness, brain damage and birth defects. The family of at least one California
teenager suspects pesticides
caused her death.
There are no federal laws
specifically against spraying
near schools, and advocates say
California and the seven other
states that have laws or policies creating buffer zones
around schools to protect them
from pesticides don't do enough
to enforce them.
There are no federal laws
specifically against spraying
near schools, and activists say
California and the few other
states that do have such laws
don't do enough to enforce
them.
-The regulations are inadequate. In the vast majority of
cases, people who didn't follow the laws received at best
a $400 fine," said Margaret
Reeves, a scientist with the
Pesticide Action Network, a
nonprofit organization based in
San Francisco.
The pesticide industry says
it is committed to safety, and
regulators say they are doing
their best to enforce the laws.
"Everone wants to protect
children."
said
California
Department of Pesticide Regulation spokesman Glenn Brank.
He said his agency is doing what
it can to enforce the law with
a shortage of agricultural
inspectors.
In the Strathmore incident
last November, grandparents
said the spraying was being
done less than 150 feet from
the children. Tulare County
authorities fined an unlicensed
pest removal company $1,100
for spraying a restricted weed
killer that morning. But no
action was taken over what
witnesses said happened to the
children.
Because no one reported the
incident as a case of pesticide
drift, county agricultural inspectors never swabbed the jungle

gym or took grass samples,
making it impossible to establish whether pesticide had, in
fact, drifted onto the playChemicals sprayed on crops to manage pests and weeds can drift
ground.
up to miles away from their intended targets causing possible health
The Environmental Protecthreats and damage to other crops.
tion Agency does not keep
comprehensive national figures
Droplet
20 lÀ
Wind speed and direction have
on students and teachers sicksize
the greatest environmental affect
Human
ened by drifting pesticide.
vanes from
hair, 50 µ on where droplets land, drift can
In California, the No. 1 farm
20-370
be better controlled when winds
states and the one with the
microns (u)
are below 10 mph.
best records, there were 590 pesin diameter
ticide-related
illnesses
at
Natural
depending
schools from 1996 to 2005,
barriers
on applicator
according to figures given to
can
nozzle
the AP by the state. More than
reduce
setting
a third of those were due to
drift up
and water
pesticide drift„ the figures show.
to 90
pressure
Activists say that those numpercent
used
bers are low and that many cases
are never even reported.
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In California's long, flat interior, spraying season lasts seven
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months, from March through
September. When citrus trees
4blossom and grapevines climb
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trellises, Lemus prays to the Vir* ix
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gin Mary that her granddaughT
-IT
Dnft can
ter won't come home with her
spread to
•
eyes watering and head poundsensitive crops
ing, unable to breathe.
or populated areas
Larger d• roplets
Tulare County, where she
causing possible
are less affected by
lives, is one of the nation's
health problems
wind and fall faster
most fertile farm regions, with
more than half the schools SOURCES: Kansas State University
AP
within a quarter-mile of agri- University of Georgia
cultural fields, according to the
cides waft onto school grounds.
nonprofit Center on Race, she passed out at her desk.
"She was in a stupor," said The EPA must register pestiPoverty and the Environment.
sold, but
As suburbs push close to her mother, Cindy Dominguez. cides before they are
not restrict
law
does
federal
"She
couldn't
talk,
her
eyes
farmland, the rate of pesticide
sprayed.
poisoning among licht4i were rolling back in her head." where they can be
Emergency room doctors dis- • -"We implement the laws that
nationwide has riseti
years, according to a 2005 missed Elena's abnormally fast Congress gives us," said Ruth
study in the Journal of the Amer- heart rate as a symptom of dehy- Allen, an EPA epidemiologist.
Once the EPA approves a
ican Medical Association. The dration, gave her intravenous
study found that 40 percent of fluids and sent her home. Three product, federal law requires
all children sickened by pesti- weeks later, it happened again. manufacturers to report any
"I was at a track meet and "unreasonable adverse effects
cides at school were victims
of drift — pesticide carried on all of a sudden I felt really, on the environment of the pesreally tired," said Elena, now ticide" that their products cause. ,
the breeze.
Research on pregnant women 18. "I made it to the finish Activists say industry is essentially allowed to police itself.
exposed to common pesticides line and just fell over."
CropLife America, a nationInvestigators found her
has suggested higher rates of
premature birth, and poor neu- clothes were soaked in the pes- al organization representing suprological development and ticide Endosulfan it had been pliers of farm pesticides, said
smaller head circumferences picked up from residue on the their use near schools is wellgrass and absorbed into her regulated.
among their babies.
-We're really committed to
The effects on children of bloodstream through her skin.
small, repeated exposures over Officials later found five other public safety, said spokes- ,
a long period of time are pesticides on school grounds woman Donna Uchida. "Any
unclear, said University of Cal- and fined the apple grower for kind of use of a pesticide has
ifornia. Berkeley epidemiologist forging his applicator's license. a labeling requirement that is
The Dominguez family sued imposed to protect human health
Brenda Eskenazi.
But acute pesticide poison- the orchard owner and the and the environment."
California has some of the ;
ing can cause nausea, blurred Wenatchee school district,
vision, an abnormally fast heart which established rules requir- strictest pesticide laws in the
ing students to stay inside after nation. Under state law, growrate, paralysis and death.
Chrissy Garavito, a 15-year- a spraying, among other things. ers and pest control compaold high school sophomore, died State officials believe it is the nies can be fined if pesticide
in Fontana in 1997 of a heart only district in Washington with drifts from a field and sickens
people.
rhythm disturbance her moth- such limitations.
But keeping students inside
A 2002 state law allows
er believes was triggered by
exposure to chemicals sprayed may not be enough. Two years county authorities to establish
at the school. Authorities never ago, 600 students and staff a no-spray buffer zone of a quarconfirmed that pesticides con- members were evacuated from ter-mile around schools. But
an Edinburg, Texas. elemen- Tulare County has not done
tributed to her death.
In 2001, pesticide poison- tary school after pesticides drift- so. State officials said they did
Elena ed from a cotton field into the not know how many counties
ing
nearly
killed
Dominguez, then a sixth-grad- school's air conditioning sys- have set up such buffer zones.
tem. Thirty-nine people devel"Why don't they tell us •
er in Wenatchee. Wash.
oped nausea and headaches.
they'll spray beforehand so we
One day. after playing FrisEPA officials say they have can bring our children inside?"
bee during gym class across
the street from an apple orchard, no real idea how often pesti- Lemus said.

Drifting pesticides can pose health risks

MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAY
Saturday, May 19, 2007
s 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Tlir Roy Stewart Stadium
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COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY
Located about 8 miles west of Murray

Mercury Collection:
Blade peartele by a Great from Ceseaseemweetall et ItT. the Invireamental and
Pebtie Preenution Cabinet.Meld* at Waste Idanagaseent.

Thermometers,Mood Preanue Devices, Thermostats, Barometers,
Manometers, Temperature and Pressure Gauges, and Mercury Switches.

Our Speaker Lindon Ferguson

The Purchase District Health Department
will replace your old thermometers with
Mercury Free Thermometers while supplies last.

The Date: Sunday, May 20, 2007
Services At:
9:30 & 10:15 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Potluck Meal Served After Morning Worship
4'--eisias•o•••.4

idential campaign trail this year.
David Hogberg, senior policy analyst at the National Center for Public Policy Research, said a strong
case can be made that the U.S. health
care system is the best.
"It depends on what measures you
use," Hogberg said. Life expectancy
is influenced by many factors other
than health care, he said, and nations •
measure infant death rates inconsis—
tently. Other measures show the United States performing well, he said.

Students not shielded from pesticides

This Is Your Personal Invitation To Come
And Help Us Celebrate Our

le

employer-sponsored health insurance.
Under his plan, all Americans would
get a basic package of insurance,
would choose their insurance carrier
and could buy upgraded coverage.
The program would be funded by a
value-added tax of about 10 percent
on businesses.
Democrats and Republicans alike
have made the "world's best" claim.
Democrat John Kerry did so when
he ran for president in 2004, as did
Republican Rudy Giuliani on the pres-

Also being collected are: Paper of all types and Cardboard, Eyeglasses, used
Motor Oil, bile Cartridges, Clothes, Aluminum Cans, Glass, 7In Cans, Plastic,
Cell Phones, and Household Batteries

-414weddol•

Come Bring Your Bible And Be Our Honored Guest!
A Warm Welcome Awaits You!
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For more Information contact the
Calloway County Solid Waste Management Office
at 270-759-3549 or Bill Wells at 270-759-1918
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ACMs honor,
award best in
country music
LAS VEGAS(AP)— Kenny Chesney collected his third consecutive entertainer of the year trophy Thesday as the Academy of
Country Music also paid tribute to a youngster and some oldsters.
The academy honored veteran George Strait, newcomer Carrie
Underwood and gave an unprecedented 14th vocal duo award to
Brooks & Dunn.
Brooks & Dunn were up against some stiff competition from
Sugarland, Montgomery Gentry, Big & Rich and The Wreckers, and
Ronnie Dunn fretted before the show that the pair had to lose "sooner or later."
"Not this year," an exuberant Kix Brooks said as the duo claimed
the trophy. "It's still as much fun as it's ever been, and we're going
to keep doing it."
A few minutes later, a subdued Chesney, wearing a black cowboy
hat, accepted the top award, paying tribute to fellow musicians Keith
Whitley and Strait.
"When I first started playing music, I was in college and I would
go rent all my equipment and put it in the back of a pickup truck.
The only thing I wanted to do was cut a record as good as Keith
Whitley did, and I listened to that music over and over again." he
said.
Strait, who came into the competition with a leading eight nominations, claimed the first award of the night, winning song of the
year for "Give It Away."
As he collected his trophy, he seemed particularly touched that as
an older performer he wasn't forgotten.
Veteran singer-songwnter Bill Anderson, who joined Strait in
collecting the trophy, seemed touched that older artists weren't forgotten.
"I'm old enough to be Carrie Underwood's grandfather," the 69year-old said of the 24-year-old singer.
Underwood,the 2005 "American Idol" winner, won album of the
year for her debut CD, "Some Hearts," and was honored as top
female vocalist.
"I would not be here if it were not for 'American Idol," she said
as she collected her vocal award. "Thank you, fans. God bless you."
Strait was also nominated for entertainer of the year, along with
C'hesney, Brooks & Dunn, Rascal Flans and Tim McGraw.
Miranda Lambert won new female vocalist, beating out former
"American Idol" contestant Kellie Pickier and teenage country star
Taylor Swift.
During the show. Swift performed her hit song 'Tim McGraw,"
as its namesake and his wife, country star Faith Hill, sat in the audience beaming.
Lambert attended the ceremonies with boyfriend and fellow
country singer Blake Shelton, but he missed her victory.
• "He went to the bathroom just as I was winning, so I had nobody
to hug," she said.
Brad Paisley was named male vocalist of the year, the only category in which he was nominated. Rascal Flans captured best vocal
group.
Underwood, whose dark hit "Before He Cheats" dominated the
video awards at last month's fan-voted Country Music Television
Music Awards, was also up for best female vocalist, single of the
year, song of the year and video of the year at the ACMs, where winners are picked by the 4,500-member academy.
The entertainment-driven program, hosted by Reba McEntire.
was slated to hand out just a dozen awards. The show aired live on
CBS from the MGM Grand hotel-casino, with a tape-delayed broadcast for the West Coast.
Along with the top nominees, performers were to include Martina
McBride, Josh Turner, Toby Keith. Sugarland and Paisley.
Brooks & Dunn earlier were named recipients of the Home Depot
Humanitarian Award, joining past honorees McEntire, Vince Gill,
Lonestar. McBride and Neal McCoy. The group will be honored
with two playgrounds to be built in cities of their choice.
"It's a pretty cool thing. I told them we're a duo, so they should
give us two.'They didn't blink an eye," Dunn said. He is looking for
a playground spot in Nashville. Partner Kix Brooks has chosen
Shreveport. La.
Other artists whose awards were announced before Tuesday's
show include: Producer Dann Huff; bass. Glenn Worf; drums, Eddie
Sayers; fiddle, Aubrey Haynie; guitar. Brent Mason; keyboard, John
Hobbs; specialty instrument (fiddle, mandolin). Stuart Duncan; steel
guitar. Michael Johnson.

GREG TRAVIS/Lodger & Timed

Physics students at Calloway County High School and Murray High School teamed up Tuesday for their annual 'egg drop"
competition at Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadium. During the event pupils took turns dropping raw eggs in homemade carrier devices from the sides of the huge structure. Pictured above are Elizabeth Hillman, left, a junior at Calloway
County High School, and Kristin Addison, right, a junior at Murray High School.
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WKMS Station Manager Kate Lochte presents a certificate of appreciation to Murray State
Professor Dr. Terry Strieter for his commitment to the station.
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Charlie Graves, 23, a graduate student at Murray State University working towards a dual
degree in accounting.

End to constant moves helps lead
to young man's academic success
By LEIGH ANN TIPTON
Owensboro
MessengerInquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Charlie Graves grew up in the
foster care system, removed
from his mother's Owensboro
home when he was 2 years old.
Over the next four years, he
moved around to 10 foster
homes, spending a few months
here, a few months there until he
ended up in the home of Paul
and Sue Ayer.
Graves had emotional problems when he came into their
home, Paul Ayer said. He
wouldn't open up to them or to
the therapist he saw once a
week.
It took almost two years for
Graves to begin to trust his new
foster family. Ayer said.
Graves doesn't remember
much about the early years or
the families he lived with. He
considered it normal to move
from home to home, family to
family.
"When you are that young,
you don't understand." he said.
"Because I was used to moving,
I never questioned it. It was routine. That's kind of the way my
mind worked when I was a
child."
The moving stopped, though,
when he moved in with the
Ayers, a Livermore couple in
their 50s whose children had
grown and moved on. They had
been fostering children since the
1970s. welcoming more than 60
into their home. The Ayers
called Graves their son, and they
treated him like he was their
own child. They loved him, disciplined him and tried to teach
him right from wrong and equip
him with the skills he'd need as
an adult.
Graves said they especially
had to teach him about honesty.
"I got grounded several times
for not being honest." he said.
"They taught me to be honest
and do what I was told, even
though I didn't like it."

In the seven counties served
by
the
Department
for
Community Based Services
office in Owensboro — which
includes Daviess, Hancock,
McLean and Ohio counties —
there are more than 350 children
in foster care on any given day.
The Ayers. who lived on a
farm, stressed the importance of
an education.
Sue Ayer was good with
English and Paul Ayer was good
at math. They helped Graves
complete homework and study
for tests.
Graves, now 23, is a graduate
student at Murray
State
University working on a dual
degree in accounting. When he
graduates next December he'll
have earned both his bachelor's
and master's degrees.
He earned all A's in high
school except for a B in his
freshman English class. He was
a co-salutatorian of his Mclean
County High School graduating
class.
"He had his problems, or else
he wouldn't have been removed
from his home," Paul Ayer said.
"But he was smart enough to
work through it."
It wasn't until he was older,
Graves said — probably in middle school — when he began to
think hard about his past.
As a small child he didn't
think about the constant moves
and how they affected him, but
he did as he became an adolescent and tee
Even
ugh he'd already

lived with the Ayers for several
years by the time he entered
middle school, he still wondered
if it would be his home for good.
"I wasn't worried that I was
going to be taken away again.
but I wondered about it," he
said. "I remember the day I
asked Sue if I was going to have
to move again. She said no, and
it was like a weight was lifted
off my shoulders."
At the same time he was
building new relationships with
his foster family, he was also
continuing a somewhat strained
relationship with his own mother.
"I don't think I ever had that
bond with her, maybe because I
was only 2 when I was taken
away from her," he said. "And
when I was older and moving
around. I didn't really bond with
anyone. I don't want to sound
heartless ... they would tell me
she was my mother. but I didn't
have a longing to be with her.
But I didn't want to push her
away, either."
He continued regular visits
with her throughout his entire
time in foster care. He thinks she
didn't want to give up custody
and let the Ayers adopt him
because she was scared they
would cut off contact. Even
now, he comes back from college to visit her about once a
month. Sometimes, the Ayers go
with him.
"It's like having two sets of
parents, and one of them you
grow up with," he said.

REVIVAL
Christian Liberty Fellowship

WKMS exceeds spring fundraiser
campaign goal, adds HD signal
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's listener supported public radio
service, WKMS, exceeded its
annual spring fundraiser goal of
$100,000. The spring campaign
received gifts or pledges from
1,133 individual listeners and 19
businesses, professional underwriters, and institutions throughout its coverage area.
Listeners in Murray and
Paducah contributed 47 percent
of the total given by individuals.
Residents of Hopkinsville,
Madisonville. Paris, Tenn.,
Cadiz, Benton, Mayfield and
Princeton were the next largest
community groups, respectively,
participating in the fundraiser,
together contributing 25 percent
of the total gifts.
Listeners in the remaining
cities and communities in the
WKMS listening area brought
together a full 28 percent of the
overall total.
WKMS received challenge
grants from Alcan Composites
Inc., Benton; API Contractors,
Calvert City; Artisan Kitchen,
Paducah; Ear, Nose and Throat
Group, Paducah, Murray &
Princeton; Edward
Jones,
Murray; Fidalgo Bay Coffee,

Murray; First United Bank &
Trust
Company, Hopkins
County; Hopkins CountyMadisonville Public Library;
Jackson
Purchase
Energy
Corporation, Paducah; Mr.
Mulch, Hopkinsville; Mutray
Woman's Clinic; Paducah
Parenting Magazine; Paducah
Power System; Roof Brothers
Wine & Spirits, Paducah; St.
John's
Episcopal
Church,
Murray;
Tod
Megibow,
Attorney, Paducah; United
Methodist
Churches
of
Downtown Paducah; West
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical College, Paducah; and
Western
Baptist
Hospital,
Paducah.
WKMS contributors Dr. Fred
and Robin White of Metropolis,'
III., Sally Ann Westbay of West
Paducah, and Martha Crafton of
Murray,
received
Boston
Acoustic Digital Receivers in
drawings. William Carr of
Brookport. Ill., won the iPod
Nano giveaway, and Becky
Hedges of Paris won the guitar
donated by Murray Main Street.
The station gave away a total of
13 ETON emergency radios during drawings on-air.
WKMS also celebrates 37
years as the Four Rivers

Region's public radio service
and the addition of its new HD
digital radio signal. These coinciding milestones were marked
by a reception honoring all
WKMS contributors, which was
held at the station's studios on
Friday, May 11.
During the event, several
awards and recognitions were
bestowed. Station Manager Kate
Lochte presented a certificate of
appreciation to Murray State
Professor Terry Stricter in
recognition of his longtime
commitment to the station,
including volunteering during
fundraisers, contributing financially as a WKMS member and
underwriter, and advocating for
WKMS as MSU Faculty
Regent.
Murray State President Dr.
Randy Dunn presented WKMS
Newsroom's Jim Michael,
Nicole Erwin, and Chad Lampe
with awards in recognition of
their
recent
Kentucky
Associated Press Awards. In celebration of the new HD digital
signal. WKMS conducted a
drawing from reception attendees for a new Accurion digital
receiver, which was awarded to
Murray State Professor, Helen
Roulston.
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Located on 1551 in Shiloh

Any Size!

May 23rd thru May 27th
6 p.m. Wed. - Sat. & 10:30 a.m. Sunday
Reverend Lorry Word from Salem, IL - Guest Preacher
The Sounds Of Country Gospel will be joining us Friday,
Saturday and Sunday morning.
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-ine Owner - New Car Trade In

552,500

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLDGMC, INC.
CHEVY - GMC - PONTIAC - BUICK - CADILLAC
NI Name

Showroom Hours 8 air) - 7 p.m.. Mon - Fri •8 am.- 5 p.m Sat
Service Dept. Hours: 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.. Mon,- Fri.
Fax- (270)753-1629• E-mail address. shelisedwaintaylor.com

FFIRUI1ON
Hwy.641 S.• Murray •(270) 753-2617
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Pillow Top

$499* $499
Any Size!
AMERICA'S
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•pnce per Der*

REL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Melded Sirloin Storkodo)
(270)761-ZZZS (9917)
"Because Life's Just Too Short To Live With A Dip!'"
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PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,"
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON ALL THE VOTING MACHINES
IN CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR THE PRIMARY ELECTION, MAY 22, 2007.
OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY - 1ST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
PRIMARY ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, MAY 22, 2007
DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Primary Election
May 22. 2007

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Pittnalf y Election
Moy 22 2007

GOVERNOR and LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
0/ots tor Onri

GOVERNOR sod LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
(Vote tor Ono

VISA

Shavon L. BESMEAR
Erni* FLETCHER
Robbie RUDOLPH

Daniel MONGIARDO

Billy HARPER
Dick WILSON

Gatowood GALBRAITH
Mar K WIREMAN
DElA CRAIN PARTS

DE LIOCRATK. PARTY

Help Ilikuiled

OFFICE,CLERICAL,
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
Consistent with its ongoing growth, PTL is
seeking enthusiastic, career minded individuals to fill positions in several areas
within the Murray corporate headquarters
in entry to intermediate level, full-time
positions. Past exposure to the transport
industry a plus but not required. Applicants
with computer and telephone skills and
experience in customer service and/or
marketing preferred. Most positions
require attention to detail and ability to
work with management and decision makers. Successful employees often demonstrate a strong work ethic complemented by
superior organizational, written and verbal
communication, and analytical skills. We
offer a competitive compensation and benefits package. Submit resume to:

,
PCP,irit.r an P&p
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

NEPUSLCAN PAR'',

Anne NORTHUP

Stephen L HENRY
Rene. T TRUE

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Otis 'Sunman" HENSLEY
Richard ROBBINS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

F la,HA rli PAR' 1

Jett HOOVER
PE l'i.DUCAN PARTY

ATTORNEY GENERAL
CVolia tor One I

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Tins COLEMAN
Qk PI MLICAN PARTY
Philip C. KIMBALL

2-WAY RADIO TECH
OPENING

William Bruce LUNSFORD
T,rPi-prNi Dary,wi ST UMBO

REPLDUCAN PARTY

ll EM -i• NA Tin:PAA T'
Jon IJ1RSON
Pt EinJEll KAN PAR TY
Stan LEE
RI PUBLiCArc PARTY

Immediate opening for qualified. Two-Way
Radio Tech, Motorola Trunking. programming
& installation epxenerice a plus. Salary based
on experience. Benefits - medical, dental. IRA,
Vacation. Holiday, and Sick Pay.

—
Jonathan MILLER
rtv MAZE
F Mr re RA TIC PA? r y

—

STATE TREASURF-R
,voss lot Onig1

Lonnie NAPIER
REPUBLICAN PAR TA

-

Send Resume To:
,Wood Communications
P.O. Box 716
Union City, TN 38281-0716

Jody RICHARDS
J,
,hr, Y BROWN III
DELIOCRAIC PARTY

Brandon D. SMITH
REPUBt1CAN PARTY
Kon UPCHURCH
Or ePUE01 tok.11,A1Or

Fax:(731)885-6500
SECRETARY or STATE

-i

Email: robin@woodcommunicationa.com
NO PHONE CALLS. PLEASE.

%Vole fat Ono)

Application Deadline: May 25, 2007

S. Bruno HENDRICKSON
Melinda L. WHEELER
PEPUSL $ ''.01 PARTY

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
—

Dick ROBINSON

C MOMSSIONER of AORICUl TURF

Temporary Ag/Tobacco Workers
Needed For Southwest Farms

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

(1...a• lor °coil

MaDonna J. WHITE

Mollie FARMER
PEPLIFILICAN PARTY

U

Murray, KY 42071

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

06/2712007— 12/21/2007

ATTORNEY GENERAL
i iota tor Oro)

Don STONIER°
REPIlet,CAN PARTY

Wage $8.65 per hour. 3/4 contract guaranteed. All tools & equip. furnished. Housing

Robort V. BULLOCK
DE UOCRIATIC PARTY

provided to those beyond commuting.
Transportation and subsistence paid when
50% of contract completed. Contact local
Department Employment Service Office.
Job KY.0243297

Jack CONWAY
DEMOCRATIC PART,'
STATE TREASURER
lVcite tor On* h

Patrick R. DUNMIRE

MEDICATION AIDE/CNA

DEVOCRAT1C PAR'Y

Full-time IOPM-6AM. good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr. EOE

U.'Todd HOU.ENBACH
DEUOCRATC PARTY

L
Mike WEAVER
DEMDCRATIC PARTY

r

Jack D. WOOD
DELIOCRA RC PARTY

USTOMER SUPPORT REP

COMMISSIONER el AGRICULTURE

Northwest Tennessee C'ompany is seeking a
,ustomer support representatise to call on cur
rent and prospective business customers in the
Oyersburg and Union City areas. Successful
applicant must he comfortable with electronic
technology, fnendly caring. energetic. professionally dressed with good corrununication
and people skills The position will offer ‘alary,
insurance, benefits, training, growth potential
and bonuses Fax confidential resume with references to 73 I -588-034 I

L Vote lw One,

David NEVILLE

Ill. lea T1L PART T

David Lynn WILLIAMS
DEMOCILA TIC PARTY
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Sandra's School of Dance
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NATIONAL Arm seeks
independent Oneonta
company to sub wet
work (scrubs and
*Vs)for retail Mores.
need insurance II
equipment call 1300939-5200 x1740 Ask
for Buddy
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weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001

Larva
Tagging

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and compsMet mentioned herein
are beloved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any O ks empioyees
accept am responsibility itifisIONIVIlf for their
acedlles.

lanntilabr
poducc-mann
coacesaiona Inc
Murray Main Street
Satarclay Market
halo 759-9474 or
753-7222

MALE Beagle found
Cell to identify.
270479-0396

FOUND older female
black 8 white Rat
Terrier
Found
at
Rolling Hills Nursery
storms
during
Thurectay
270-227-3599

A child needs youi
Become a foster per
era, up to S36/day
INKUMFS
270-443-9004

MRS
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NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION: MAINTENANCE WORKER
Overview of Duties: Installs and maintains water and
sewer lines. Must have a valid Kentucky
drivers license
Educational Requirement: High School Diploma or
GED equivalent
Department: Murray Water and Wastewater Department
Salary: $8.96 per hour
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.

City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance,
life insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick,
vacation and personal days.

11

MEM
,

Is

Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330
ext. 103. Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov
and then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray,KY 42071.
Deadline for accepting applications- 5:00 p.m. Friday, May 18, 2007.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Calloway County Board of Education has a vacancy in the central
office for the following full-time position.
PAYROLL/PERSONNEL SUPPORT CLERK
Major responsibilities of the position include:
• Perform responsible payroll clerical duties related to preparation of payrolls for the district
• Maintain employee attendance records as assigned and distribute related lists and notices as needed
• Process payroll and related records for classified, certified or hourly
employees as assigned
• Perform a wide vafiety of responsible personnel clerical duties in the
areas of employee contracts, orientation, workers' compensation and
unemployment claims
• Prepare and maintain personnel records, files and related reports as
assigned
• Perform a wide variety of responsible personnel and clerical duties related to contract preparation, maintenance ofjob register at state and local
level and preparation of other personnel reports as assigned
• Provide information and assistance to district personnel, staff and the
public regarding payroll and personnel matters
Salary is commensurate with education and experience. A B.A. or B.S.
degree in a related field is required. Previous payroll experience is preferred. Applicant must have experience in the use of Microsoft Office
Word and Excel software.
Send resume andicover letter by mail to: Payroll/Personnel Support Clerk
Search, Calloway County Board of Education, P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY
42071 on or before May 25, 2007.
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NEW MANUFACTURING FACILITY

FINANCIAL ANALYST
Riken Elastomers Corporation, located in Hopkinsville, KY, manufacturer
of high quality thermoplastic elastomer compounds, is seeking a
Financial Analyst to join its start up team.
Qualifications include Bachelor's degree, preferably in accounting or
business administration and three to five years experience in all aspects
of accounting.
Competitive Salary and Benefit Program offered.
Please submit resumes to:
'liken Elastomers Corporation
Attention: Human Resources Department
340 Ftiken Court
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Email: ithornas@rtc-ky.com
Riken Elastomers Corporation Is an Eqssal Opporturuty Employer

nursery
CHURCH
position
attendant
Sunday
available.
mornings, $10 per
hour. Send resume to
First
Presbyterian
Church, 1606 Poplar
St., Murray. KY 42071
753-6460
CHURCH Organist
Lutheran church in
Benton, Ky seeks
experienced Organist
for 2 Sunday services
3 30811:00am, 3-4
Sundays per month
Call (270)527-1856
Monday-Thursday
9am-4prn

Now hiring day &
night rooks & day
servers. Apply in
person
616 Si. 12th Street,
Murray
No phone cat, please.

wings
ratasail

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage al
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wet:nice
However, as a tuitional
web-cite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
yuestions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

00 you love worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time positions available
API* at;
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
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Now hiring
Day, Night &
Managers
Apply in person
at Wendy's

DRIVERS: A Steady
**stylist Top pay, groat
benefits' No amensoca, No problem'
Werner Entimprims
800-346-2818 ext. 150.

EXPERIENCED help
wanted: Concrete finishers, form carpenters, CDL truck dnvers,
equipment operators.
(270)753-8986

LECTURER,
Department of History,
Murray State
University. 9-month,
non-tenure track position to begin August
22, 2007
QusINIcalkins: Must
possess earned MA in
history or closely related social science held
and experience in
leaching World
Civilizations courses.
Ability to teach 200and 300-level history
courses and develop
rnor.: courses at same
levels desirable. Must
show potential for success in teaching,
research, and professional service; field(s)
of expertise open.
Responsibilltim:_12hour teaching load
each semester,
research and service.
Application Domaine:
June 8, 2007. To
Apply: Send letter of
application that
addresses the
required/desired qualifications, current vitae,
two current letter of
recommendation,
course syllabi, and student evaluations if
available to: Lecturer
Search, Department of
History, Murray State
University, 6B Faculty
Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3341. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity
M/F/D, AA employer
LOOKING for individual to keep 11 year old
child in my home.
Summer only.
270-748-8397
LTC
Specialist/insurance
Fortune 500 Co seeks
motivated individuals in
the local area to call
on est. co. leads.
Training/Co benefits
provided.
Previous
Long Term Care sales
a plus. For interview
call Mark Dowdy
270-559-5473
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In parson at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
Journeymen painters.
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportuPAPA John's now
accepting applications
for shift leaders. Must
have one year restaurant
management
expenence and flexible
hours. Applications can
be picked up at Papa
John's, Murray. No
phone calls please.
Drivers - CDLA
I'll is ilk 11,.•11,1.1i
‘.. (v.11111silt II

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
GENERAL
Maintenance, Paint &
repair for apts. Send
resume to 108 N 12th
St.
No phone calls
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
LPN/RN
full-time
M-F
10PM-6AM
Anyone interested in
becoming pan of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42066
Spnng
LAKELAND
Water now hiring for
full-time route salesperson Please send
resume to P.0 Box
1062, Murray. KY
42071.
SKYUNE
Cornmunicabons is
now aocepting applicabons for cabling technicians. Must be 21
yams old, have valid
drives liamies II willing to Pavel. No experience mammary.
Bandit avoids*
270227-0306, 270293-6300, N no answer
Nave message.

STUDeP41TS:
Grrat New Pay
Pacir.age!!!
Camessisam
Drivers:
Great New Pay
Package!!
Expenenced Drivers
get paid what
vou deserve'
Owner
Oparialliaras
Great New Pay
Package!!
90 cpon « Fuel
•No Loading/Unloading
*Optional NE et
No Haztisal
*22 rears min age
NMI
V,

SEEKING: Part-time
music minister for
West Kentucky
church The successful candidate will
develop and promote a
music program that
encourages the worship and praise of
Jesus Christ for all
apse. crease an
inclismiwill for worship
and Bias study.
Experienced in tradi
bonal, blended and
contemporary music a
plus. WO be responsibis for developing programs tor ail
ages. Send resumes
to: Mimic Smirch
Committee, Memorial
Baptist Church. 908
Main Street Murray,
KY 42071.

* * * * * * * * * * *

SOMEONE to clean
apartments for property
management company.
Send resume to 108 N
12th St., Murray.

MILITARY HONORS

PART-TIME to possible full-time RN needed for medical office.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071
Call
SIGNOPTia
Center is seeking a
phone sales representative for its church
sales market
Duties include follow
up to lead requests,
sending out catalogs,
quoting marquee and
message center signage to church leadership and committee
members, processing
orders and expanding
the calling base

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to our
local military personnel.,
You can participate by sending a photo of your
active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to be
displayed Monday, May 28th.
For only $10.00 per photo
(one person per photo) you can help us show the
world how proud we are of our brave men and
women in the armed forces.

1

must be received
by Wed., May 23 at 3 p.m.

Submissions

SignOptix is a division
of
Sportable
Scoreboards and offers
competitive
wages,
sales commission and
a comprehensive benefit package.

Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
19434945

Your Name:
'Address '
Daytime Phone:
'Service Member's Name:

If you have excellent
communication
and
phone skills, are detail
oriented and motivated
to succeed, submit
your resume to: recruitng CP scoreboard 1.corn
or complete an application at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray.

tj

Branch

'Rank:

of Service -

s-

'Number of Years Serve
Bdraa.

MURRAY
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P.O. Box 1040• I
Murray. KY 42071

090
Donissik & Cadare

Iii
sss
Ht !list!' %Nisi,
Homes & OfBces
Free Estimates
EXPERIENCED
Call lama Wyatt
(270)331-3732
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553
D's cleaning serviges.
753-3802
NURSING Homo
Alternative
Private
duty
nurse/caregiver
will
provide medical or nonmedical assistance in
your home. For more
call
information
(270)339-9693

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Wait to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks.
vans, tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs.
campers. motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
United
BUYING
States coin collections. Paying blue
book value. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOLD & silver coins &
jewelry. 753-6793
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
PROPERTY wanted:
30-40 acres, woods.
rolling, road frontage,
lake or lake site, nice
area with good home
site, dose to Murray or
Benton (270)354-5226

4‘. 11411"

,1
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Aides
For UN
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7 300,
must
sell
$3.600
(573)300-1031
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

Calio.say Count,,
•Ictortal History
amtly Htstory
Books
759-493F
=)3-23.5(
SWIMMING
Pnci
18'x4'. Used 3 me..
8180 Call 227-6413 or
767-9102

150
Articles
For Sale
HOT tub/spa, neve
used, lots of jets, digi
tal, lights, 220 volts,
retail $4,495, sacrifice
$1,695. (cell)
931-278-0303
INDIAN
Artifacts:
arrowheads & tools.
436-2315
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
sell
$1,500,
must
(573)686-2311
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now soicVtraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
REX'S Worm Farm
Open 24/7
nightRedworms,
crawlers, mealworms,
waxworrns, crickets.
436-2189
SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901
TIMESHARE week for
rent. Fairfield Daytona
at Ocean Walk. 1BR
deluxe. June 16-23,
June 23-30, July 15-22.
270-836-0346,
731-247-3756

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

80
Lam & Gran
CRAFTSMAN 15.5HP
mower, 46' cut, hydrotransmission.
static
$350. Hardin area
270-354-8093

'All Size Units
Available

*Now Have
Climate Control
RETIRED
farmer
Tobacco and grain
equipment for sale. Too
much to mention!
270-271-2791,
270-348-2934

OWNER
FINANCE
'94 28x66 4BR 28A,
C/H/A, $5,000 down
$650 month. Murray
near lake.
615-397-3171
OWNER
FINANCE
98 3BR 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area.
753-1011
1998 Clayton 16x80,
38R/213A, electric, front
& back porch, 200
amp, $19,800.
270-293-7090
DO YOU OWN LAND'?
Own a home for less
than you rent Call us
today! Clayton Homes
in Camden
731-584-9430
LOT MODEL CLOSE
OUT!!! Get them at discounted pnces. Offer
good until May 16.
Clayton Homes in
Camden. TN.
731-584-4926
NEW!'! Sheet Rock
Homes available for as
low as $69,999. Only at
Clayton Homes in
Camden. TN, Call
731-584-9109
cillisaas For Rwit

(270) 753-1713

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

38R $275.00
753-6012

and
FURNITURE
Sale! $110 per month Newe
Mattress
Carraway
Furniture. homes only. 492-8488
105 N 3rd 753-1502
MOVING: super single
[
111
/2l
airtsmats For RIM
waterbed, new heater
$100 Couch, $25.
Piano,
UM. 1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
Bookcase, $10. Love
seat. $10. Tomato 270-753-1970
cages. 25e each. Dorm
1 OR 2br apts. near
refrigerator, $30. More
downtown
Murray
furniture and applistarting at $200/mo
ances. Call 227-3837
753-4109.
SOFA and loveseat,
1BR apt. University
La-Z-Boy recliner, 2
Heights sub all applilamps, great condition,
ances, clean, no pots.
$550. 3 ginger jars, $35
Bench with cushions, deposit. $325/mo, 1
year lease 753-4937
$40. TV stand. $35. 6
8-5M-F
home interior pictures.
(3) 24x30, $22 each, 3
are smaller, $17 each.
Phone 753-7777, cell
978-2504

753-3853

1BR near MSU, other
°cations available.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, 1411-A
Hillwood $450 month.
759-9920, 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR on quiet street
north side of town.
Hillwood.
1419-8
Deposit and references
required. $425 month.
293-8462
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1BR. $345
unfumished, all appliances including washer
and dryer. 270-7595885 or 270-293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LIVE Oak-apts,
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Lam & Osidan
650 John Deere tracor/mower, diesel.
w/5ft king cutler finish
mower, new pulley's.
belt & blades (approx.
1.200 hrs) good turf
tires $3,800.
(270)489-2378

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

8 a.m. —12 p.m..
6
1 p.m.(o4 p.m.
crOffice Hours

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
Story Avenue duplexes. All appliances
included. 767-9948
Houses For Rue
2BR IBA, storage
building, 571 Kirksey
Rd.
(Hwy.
299),
$200/mo plus $200
deposit
No
pets.
References required
Call Joyce 270-8982340, 270-994-3883
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $20,200. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $262 per
month 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
3BR, 211 S 16th No
pets. $800 per month
plus deposit Utilities
included
270-556-0925
NICE Brick, 3BR, 2-1/2
bath, C/H/A, all appliances, w&d hook-up,
across from park in
Hazel,
$625 00
+deposit,
includes
garbage p.c. references, no pets
753-1059
Roy Siewart
OLD
house for rent. 48R
1BA close to campus 1
year lease. $700. 1404
Hughes St.
436-5085/761.4700

Rentals

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

CLASSIFIEDS
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PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
•We see boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1+AC-$39,900
$196/M0
W/FREE Boat Slips!
Deali
Unbelievable
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new premier
development
on
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd,
sag utile& Prime
waterfronts avail. Call
now 1-800-704-3154,
x.1233

ENTIRE upstairs of
401-A Maple St., downtown Murray 4,000
sg.ft. available if needed or can be divided 2
private offices, 2 restrooms, lots of counter 92 acres west o
space & cabinets and Murray near Bell City
large conference room
Bottoms. Good deer
270-978-0698
and turkey hunting
OFFICE or retail space Priced for quick sale
available. Pnme loca- 293-5215
tion. 753-2905. 2931480
Amino

1 to 300 acres Wes
Calloway
Owne
financing 489-2116,
leave message

Registered
AKC
Boxers for sale. Fawn
with black mask 1
For Ws
male, 1 female.
731-247-6091,
OWNER
615-545-1432
registered FINANCE
AKC
Chocolate Lab puppies 38R IBA $3.500 down.
ready for new home $495 month. Fenced
June 1. $250. Call yard. Good condition
Shirley Thomas after Mayfield area.
753-1011
5PM 270-753-2767
Australian 2006 Melrose Drive.
COLLIE.
home.
Shepherd mix puppies Exceptional
Estates.
4 weeks old 753-1159 Campbell
Approximately 4,400
or 293-1017
sq.ft. under roof. 4BR,
DOG Obedience
3.5BA. 3 car garage
436-2858
Come see for yourself.
759-3941 or 293-4329
2BR 1-1/2 bath. 220 S.
11th St., completely
REGISTERED Angus remodeled including
Bulls Great pedigrees new kitchen cabinets
& good looks Calm & and granite counter
social Your choice tops, new C/H/A. all
51.100 436-2424
appliances new, all
bathroom accessories
new. $85,000. Will
finance with 15% down
753-2041 before 9 PM
GARAGE 2BR, 2Bath. 2,500+
MOVING SALE sq ft., recently remodeled. Coleman Real
1870 Douglas Rd
Estate
Take 121S to
Call Bonnie
Cherry Corner to
J270)752-0729
Scott Fitts Rd. to
3 bdrm. 1 bath, back
Douglas Rd.
house, pool, fenced
May 18 & 19
area. new windows.
7AM-2PM
$89,900. 293-0407
336 State Line Road
kitchen items.
West, Hazel.
furniture tools, etc
1993 28x56 manufacCASH ONLY
home
tured
on
125'x200' lot 3BR
1)1 It's 1.1 ‘(
2BA. 2 car detatched
110%1 I
.jarage. paved drive,
Spaces outside
deck, 27' above ground
StVdar
pool, fenced in back. Fires vieekr1111
yard. $59.000 270Open I Intr. - Sun
492-8514
\'11-6PM
38R 1 bath brick, totally renovated, hardwood
GRAND
floors, all new paint,
OPINING new Ca-CA. carport, all
appliances
1626
MAII 19
Miller, $93,900 270Deb's Place
293-4602
Flea Market &
38R 1 58A. 5 acres.
1ntiques barn, pasture, beautiful
Collectibles & More
property old Hwy 80
Open Than - Sun
west, 270-437-4037
9AM-6PM
after 5
Spaes available
inside & outside
3BR, 1 Bath, detached
Dexter. KY'
garage, large tree-s, all
Dm-nom 6 miles from
appliances, perfect
Murray off Has 64IN
starter home $77,500
by appt only Sandy
Michael 759-9812
BEAUTIFUL mini farm
just minutes from town
All Real Estate adver- 36R, 2BA, 2 car
tised in the newspaper garage, barn and
is subject to the above ground
pool
Federal Fair Housing Call Ruth Ann
227Act of 1968. as amend- 3876 Coleman RE
ed. which makes rt die
gal to advertise any FORECLOSURE! 38R
preference, limitation. only $20,200 For listings 800-560-1951 ext
or discrimination based
S020
on race, color. religion
sex, or national origin.
I \1 XII Ill'sit
1)1 It 1 1:1 1 11 1 '
Or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
IS"
"
"
‘;'"'"1"U l..
will not knowingly
.Th soli\
"fli
accept any advertising
17- 111-bl 'Hiatt
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
MOTORCYCLE
this newspaper are
INSURANCE
available on an equal
opportunity taacis •
MCKINNEY INS.
101 N.5TH STREET

753-3M0

FURNISHED cabin on
watennow I acre id
with &OM** to lake
Bring your boot & 11101rig pole tar an enioyable vacation Net$2
Polaris ATVs ne9oInlets
Cali Baton Ridonem
al K0604,1101 Rimity
397-211116

2007 Kawasski Vulcan
900. custom. 169
Cobra custom
c
must see
i'000
Serious
notions only. 7599520 or 293-4596
2005 863XLC Haney.
Super nice. 2,600
mast custom ordered
ail factory ops, 36.750
270-227-6724
2003 Victory Touring
Cruiser 1503cc. 6.900
mess
Indiana.
Camara Corbin Slat &
wheel dsoak Mond.
sharp lila
Very
$11,700.
7013.74113.
3W41110

2000 Yamaha 4 wheeler 360 with reverse
Original tires and
chain Mint condition
$2.350. 270-227-4302

2002 Ford Explore
XLT
2W0, 92,xxx
miles, excellent condition, $10,200 060.
293-5916, 354-6680
'94 Jeep Wrangler, 94K
mi., no off-road, black,
soft top, nice, $5,000
OBO. 759-5410,
227-2043
190
Used Cara

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

293-4954
BOXERS, AKC, fawn &
AFFORDABLE
brindle, parents with
CARPENTRY
pedigrees on site,
$400. 731-644-2332
2004 white Mustang
convertible,
40th
Anniversary edition,
32,000 miles, loaded
ALL CARPENTRY
and sharp 753-3705,
Remodeling, additions,
293-1595
porches, decks, sun
2000 Olds Intrigue, 4rooms, vinyl siding,
Or, loaded, 127,000
mobile home repair,
miles, very good consagging floors, termite
dition. Call 293-1670
& water damage. Larry
1993 Mazda 626. Nimmo (270)753-9372
Runs. $672.
or (270)753-0353
270-978-3067
ALL Pro Lawn Care
1986 Plymouth Reliant
Mowing. Landscaping
753-6747
& Pressure Washing
'81 Triumph Spitfire. 978-5375 or 227-9424
Good body, new cony. APPUANCE REPAIR
top plus H.T. new tires. SERVICE & PARTS
many new parts, motor (270) 293-8726 OR
basket, 52,000. 270- 759-5534
492-6322
Chuck Van Buren
510
Carport
PROWLER 2000. 35
ft , 5th wheel, triple
slides, new awning,
new tires, $18,000 or
best offer
1998 Monaco Windsor.
Diesel pusher, 36'. 47k
miles, $68,000
both excellent cond
(270)436-5059
(270)871-5546
2005 Layton Life travel
trailer Excellent condition Extended warranty $12,000
(270)227-9787

TRAVIS

ASPHALT
Pin lug. Scaffolding

A. Hauling
TON V THAI, Is

270-753-1179
ASPHALT
paving.
sealcoating. maintenance
Mitchell
Brothers Paving 7590501 or 753-1537
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Oland

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer wort & Track
hos

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All externa
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc (270)527-7176

BROWN Cusrom
FENCING &
CONSTRUCTION

Detailed
Housecleaning
"(ali Today
n70)227-3031

t270) 642-28011
1-877-274-45 1

P‘INTING

HOME & Business
Maintenance.
Sealcoat,
striping.
repairs on parking lots.
Residential & commercial. Also vacuum,
cleaning
sidewalks,
parking lots. No job too
little or big. 705-8250

DSW

JOE'S JOBS

ilit=111:01
Over40years exp.
Sales & Installation

753-7728

Small bon cclu
,pair & y.licl %% Of I.

221,-11Ai5 • 4 if-42112
FOR Hire: semi-retired
carpenter. R L Woods
753-9440

C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
additions, roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
•'FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson0wk.net
CARPET, vinyl, laminate, hardwood installation. 17 years expen
ence.
Reference'
available,
270-227-9869
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
Cleaning. 270-9780569. 731-498-8904
CHASE
&
Mike
Stockwell's
Metal
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Replacement
Windows, 759-1085,
227-6238
CITRUS Lawn Care.
Scheduled,
reliable
properly management.
Mowing,
trimming,
mulch, shrubs, tree
trimming, gutter cleaning, hauling available.
Call Steve 767-9178

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790

J&J'S Remodeling and
Carpentry
Work
Quality work at reasonable rates 489-6129,
293-9209

cane BILLDOZING
D-6 H, 1211 blade
cieanng, fence rows
underbrushng. ponds
waterways
19 yrs expenence
'270-293-0371*

General Contracting

"53-13-11 •

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

L %SIB Es ii Keels!+
Moving Esperts
Local/long Distances
federal Licenses /a Insured
Free estimates
localls vaned operateit
(7,262)
866-4004

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

I'%.1 It Vs
I,A1A. ( R
: on mowing. lc:,
skrub trimming.
-.tckhne stork. tilline
L- !
270-4.36-5507

489-2689. 293-6073
HALL'S WASTE
MANACTS1FNT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally oaned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

km Is
R01.1
11. & RI

227-9043

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858

FREE

Cell: 270-978-1007

SAM Construction
Roofing, fencing, siding, painting, decks
Free estimates 23
years expenence
(270)839-0207.
(270)887-9729

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Map Brands
WAR D-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Rom Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

11-actor Work
& Hauling
•Drivew ays
*Bush hogging
-Gravel .Dirt •Mulch
•Ect.
(270)436-2594

BEDS & carpet. As is.
You haul. Holiday Inn
Express,
Murray.
Inquire at front desk
9AM-3PM. 759-4449

Dave Daman. Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

kiasierCard Aodioied

PROFESSIONAL
I %WM CARE

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring *Decks
-Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

731-247-5422
YEARRY'S
I w.

761-4700
436-5085

Repair/Restore
antique wood
furniture.
Free estimates.
753-6567

TREE SERVICE

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

•Removal•Trimming
Free Estimates
DON YEARRY

Murray Ledger &

(270)436-2562

Times

-(270)2274217
YARDS
mowed.
Painting inside and outside.
Experienced.
Reasonable rates, 270753-5992

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Boats & adore
BOAT
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREE1

753-3500
'02 Sea Ray 182
Mercruiser V6 190HP.
approximately
100
hours, depth finder,
fully equipped skis,
ropes, bumpers tubes.
safety. etc
514,000
293-4329
1985 Rinker Runabout
with 85HP Evinrude
motor. Ski & fish
$1,450 753-3683. 2270128
1980 16' aluminum
Fisher Marine with
30HP Mariner and
trolling motor, Evinrude
trailer
Current
Kentucky decal. $800
060. 270-761-4060

Erfft
"
"
.
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& landscaping
,
.aloslii( lion guaranteed

(all 753-1816
or 227-0611
1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard &
pressure washing No
odd jobs too smallFree
estimates
l'OLR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CAI I 75 3•1916
227-8575 Dkt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush tnmming, gutter Cleaning.
spring cleaning, &
much more.

Hill Electric
Sow 1986
24 Nein IONICS
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All tote Mg or small

751-?562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

270-227-6160
418.111117 Lamb's
PNIIIIIINtinal Tree
OMB& 0000Ide tree
Insured

Horoscope
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

by Jaawslie Nor
for

Thursday, May 17,2007:
This year you create one mental
opportunity after another. Your
depth and intellect will play
strung roles in the unfurling and
definition of events. Be happy
and willing to put yourself on
the line. Let go of thoughts
alxiut what others think. In key
relationships, you will notice
that others express more interest
and want greater involvement.
This situation might make you
uncomfortable. If you are single,
you have much more going for
you than you are aware of. If
you are attached, plan a special
winter holiday vacation, v.hich
v. ill bring you closer together.
GEMINI's chattiness can wear
you out!

vmao(P21-Sept. 22)
**** Take a 'stand, especially
If you feel it is long overdue. An
ability to sort through issues, as
well as high organizational abilities, defines you as a winner.
Others admire your capabilities
and skills. Pnontizing your time
and maintaining a personal life
might challenge you. Tonight:
Out late
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** If you look at the circumstances around an issue,
you might find some answers.
Break present thought patterns,
If possible. Brainstorm with those
who don't think like you do.
Consider a visit with a loved one
at a distance Tonight. Think getaway!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A partner knows what he
or she thinks. You need to validate this person rather than play

devil's advocate. Surprising
results ensue. Work on greater
financial stability and check out
investments. Know who you can
trust. Tonight: Go with another's
suggestion.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You might be locked in
the role of follower. A key person
seems destined to follow a particular course. Be smart: Don't
interfere. You'll discover just how
much this person knows and has
to offer. Creativity surges.
Tonight. Say "yes."
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Be more realistic and
forthcoming. How you deal with
someone might change. Listen
to and evaluate ideas without
personal bias If you do, you
could discover the power in
another approach. Tonight: Let a
bond start to sizzle

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** When you are on a roll,
your creativity spins out, providing many options and possibilities. Focus on romance or spend
time with a child. Some of you
might decide to write your memoirs. Let go and just express
yourself. Tonight: Fun and
games.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** "Family values" plays a
Strong
role
in
decisions
Recognize that everyone cannot
be put into a cookie-cutter mold
Still, you might need to pull back
and
gain
a
perspective
Demands and responsibilities
call. Tonight: Juggle different
aspects of your life.
BORN TODAY
Singer Enya (1961), boxer Sugar
Ray Leonard (1956), actor Bill
Paxton (1955)

The

Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive. 1-Average: 1-So-so,
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Your energy and feedback could define a project
event or relationship Be sure
you need to take the initiative
Others listen and also respond in
a dynamic manner Actually.
many options appear Tonight
Hang out with a fhend
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You express yourself
through what you offer Opt to
flow with situations choosing to
share mental and emotional
resources What is bothering you
might not be valid A partner puts
in his or her two cents, making a
situation even more comPlIcaled. Tonight
Sort through
options
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Let a fnend in on a
secret or project This person will
add extra zip Zoom in on what
you want Others propose many
different ideas, which might be
even better than yours Learn to
use the mental mix rather than
have it your way Tonight
Whatever you touch works
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Step back You might need
time to think and evaluate_ A fiery
individual in your life could cause
a headache Of Iwo Pick and
Cheese your words with care, as
they might be more inflammatory
than you realize. Tonight. Make
spoof for your needs
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Energize. knowing you
are capable of pulling while rabbits out of block hats. Your priorities could very, but. underla
ing Met Lady Luck is=
I
o,
i
tl
yOur shoulder. Chime
Cud, unurnual mid% Tonight:
KnOw that you s lOp dOg.
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Pie recipe gives family
Are frequent
good eating, good stories colonoscopies necessary?

Murray Ledger & Times

Loo'Maack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Jackie Butterworth and his crew as
they feed a tobacco setter
his
land on Ky. 94 West. The photo
was Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.

Deborah Jones Bell of Murray
was recently elected to the executive board of the Kentucky
Woman's
Missionary
Union
(WML) affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention. She is
a member of First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Leah and Mark Anglin and a
boy to Christine and Shannon
Knight, May 7; a boy to Tina
and Randy Cunningham and a girl
to Amanda and John Potts, May
20 years ago
Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County Board of Education, has received authorization
from the board to spend approximately $188,000 on new computers for the school system.
In the Fourth District High
School Baseball Tournament, Calloway County High School Lakers won 2-0 over Mayfield High
School Cardinals and Murray High
School Tigers won 8-2 over Marshall County High School Marshals.
Births reported include a boy
to Melissa and Phillip McLeod,
May II; a girl to Eileen and Joe
Harrison and a boy to Rhonda
and John Maness, May 13.
30 years ago
Mrs. Mary Murdock, wife of
L.W. Murdock, died May 15 at
2:20 a.m. at Loudres Hospital,
Paducah, front injuries sustained
in a one car accident on Ky. 94,
two miles west of Murray. on
May 14 about 11:30 p.m. They
are operators of the Paradise Friendly Home at Bell City.

Members of the Golden Age
Club held an Hawaiian potluck
luncheon at First United Methodist
Church. Reelected as officers for
the coming year were Mary
Gertzen, president; Rose Burgoyne,
vice president; Gussie Adams, secretary; Mal* Tolley, treasurer; Nettie Klapp, reporter; Paul Kingins,
chaplain.
40 years ago
The Kentucky Highway Department has approved the construction of the Sulphur-Buffalo Road,
located w New Concord. The project was s made possible through
the state highway department and
the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Pfc. Roger L. Childress, son
of Mrs. Margaret Childress of
Hardin, is serving with the 25th
Infantry Division of the United
States Army, in Cu Chd, Vietnam.
Elected as new officers of the
Hazel Elementary School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association
were Gene OR Miller, president;
Mrs. James Alton, vice president;
Mrs. Walter Byars, secretary; and
Mrs. J.B. Dover, treasurer.
50 years ago
The National Safety Council
has announced that Murray Manufacturing Company, builders of
Tappan ranges, has been presented the Council's Award of Merit
plaque for a a noteworthy safety
performance during 1956.
Prudence McKinney, senior at
Murray Training School and a
member of the MTS Orchestra,
has received the Anon Foundation Award during the orchestra's
annual concert. The award is sponsored and presented by the Murray Lions Club.
Mrs. John Warren presented a
lesson on "Finishing Slip Covers"
at a meeting of Harris Grove Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Marvin Billington.

DEAR ABBY: To this day,
the story of my mother's letter from Dear Abby continues
to be a family favorite.
Soon after my parents' wedding, Mom wrote to Dear Abby
and asked for your pecan pie
recipe.
A
few
days later, a
letter arrived
addressed to
my
MOM
from Dear
Abby. Mom
made
the
pie, and Dad
Dear Abby loved it. (It's
still the best
By Abigail
pie ever!)
Van Buren
Se v eral years later, Dad finally
got up the nerve to ask Mom
what had troubled her so much
right after their wedding that
she needed to write to Dear
Abby. It took him a while to
believe that it had been only
for a pie recipe. We still laugh
about it.
If you have room to print
this letter, I know my folks
would get a kick out of seeing their story in print, and
thanks for so many years of
enjoying your pie. -- LUCKY
DAUGHTER IN POWAY,
CALIF.
DEAR LUCKY DAUGHTER: I'm pleased to print your
letter. I can only imagine what
your poor father was thinking

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, May 16,
the 136th day of 2007. There are
229 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 16, 1929. the first
Academy Awards were presented
during a banquet at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. The movie
"Wings" won "best production,"
while Emil Jannings and Janet
Gaynor were named best actor
and best actress.
On this date:

In 1770, Mane Antoinette, age
14, married the future King Louis
XVI of France, who was IS.
In 1866, Congress authorized
minting of the first five-cent piece,
also known as the "Shield nickel."
In 1868, the Senate failed by
one vote to convict President
Andrew Johnson as it took its
first ballot on one of the 11 articles of impeachment against him.
In 1905, actor Henry Fonda
was born in Grand Island, Neb.

In 194.6, the Irving Berlin musical "Annie Get Your Gun," starring Ethel Merman as Annie Oakley, opened on Broadway.
In 1960, a Big Four summit
conference in Pans collapsed on
its opening day as the Soviet
Union leveled spy charges against
the U.S. in the wake of the U2
incident.
In 1975, Japanese climber Junko
Tabei became the first woman to
reach the summit of Mount Everest.
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after the reply to your mother's request arrived.
I'm also pleased that your
family has continued to enjoy
the pecan pie. The recipe has
appeared in my column many
times over the years and is
also included in my cookbooklet set, which also contains
lots of other recipes to use
when families get together to
celebrate holidays and other
special occasions. My mother
often used them when she was
entertaining.
The cookbooklet set can be
ordered by sending a businesssize, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for
$12(U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby
Cookbooklet Set, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447. Shipping and handling
are included in the price.
.00

DEAR ABBY: I'm 20 and
engaged to a wonderful guy
I'll call "Torn." There is only
one thing that worries me.
Tom's family isn't the best with
money, and he doesn't have
much money right now. I don't
want to be deeply in debt
when were married, and I'm
also worried that I will have
to be the one with a "head
for money." (I'm not. I was
overdrawn last year.)
It seems ridiculous to think
that money could get in the
way of love, but my parents
divorced because of financial
problems. How can I work
this out with Tom before it
gets to be a problem? What's
the right approach? -- THINKING AHEAD IN SYRACUSE
DEAR
THINKING
AHEAD: You may not have
a head for money, but you
have a keen eye for a serious
pitfall ahead. Money problems
have wrecked many marriages
besides your parents'.
A non-threatening way to
approach the subject would be
to tell your fiance that before
you go any further, the two
of you must have premarital
counseling. Be sure to tell the
counselor about your concerns,
because making sure the two
of you have similar goals in
this area is crucial. A long
engagement will not only give
you a chance to know each
other better, but also give Tom
time to reduce or eliminate
his debts -- so don't rush into
anything.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

ACROSS

Sky'

15 College grad
16 Gndiron feature
18 Supervisor
20 Moon of Jupiter
21 Utter
22 Power failure
26 Loose dresses
29 Buzz
30 Dot in the
Seine
31 Billiard sticks
32 On the - save
33 Empathize
34 Build on to
35 Periscope's
place
36 Traces
of smoke
37 Wild tee shin
(hyph

ContractBridge
Super-Duper Defense
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
•Q 9 7 2
IIPAQJ 8
•A K J 7
*5
WEST
EAST
•A 5
43
I03
V K 64 2
•Q 8 3 2
•1094
4.1 8 7 3 2
4bAKQ106
SOUTH
•K.1 10 8 4
'9 75
•6 5
+94
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
I•
2+
Pass
3+
4*
Dble
4
Opening lead — three of clubs.
It's not easy to figure out how.
South went down one in this deal
after a club lead. But the fact is that
he did go down — as we shall
presently see.
North's double of three clubs was
for takeout, indicating values well
above a minimum opening hid.
South's voluntary four-spade bid was

One of my greatest
thrills was being part
of a dogsled team.
cC?

Every winter the kid
next door used to pull
me on his sled.

therefore fully justified.
East won the opening club lead '
with the queen and concluded that ;
the defense's prospect of scornix .
four tricks was not very bnght. Ile '
could expect to win a heart trick I
eventually, but to count on West for
two trump tricks was not very realistic in view of South's four-spade bid.East therefore decided that his .
only real chance to stop the contract
was to return a heart into dummy'i.
.:
A-Q-1-8, creating the impression that '•
he had a singleton heart. Accord.
ingly, he shifted to the six of hearts at
trick two. Declarer took West's ten. ..
with the jack and led a trump to the
king, won by West with the ace.
West returned a heart,and South,
afraid East was about to ruff,
finessed the queen. East won with.
the king and returned a heart. When
West ruffed, South — to his utter
amazement - -- found himself down
one, having lost a club, a spade, a
heart and a heart ruff. East's shrewd
defense had done him in.
It goes to show that even contracts
that appear to be ironclad can have
weak spots that can be exploited by
imaginative defense.

Tomorrow: As ye sow, so shall ye reap.
C200? King

39 Greedy sort
40 Rich Croesus
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45 Top athletes
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49 Fibber
50 Library sect
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53 Hot tub
54 Produced
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sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT': I read
with interest your column about
a philodendron plant being a
healthful addition to someone's
living quarters.
For people sensitive to poison oak, philodendron may be
a problem, as they both contain calcium oxalate, a substance that irritates the skin.
If eaten, the leaves may
cause burning, swelling and
choking. Even handling the
plant is not safe. If the skin
is exposed to the leaves, where
the abrasive oxalate crystals
are found, an uncomfortable
skin rash can develop.
There were always philodendrons in my home, and,
over the years, I had occasional unexplained itchy blisters on my wrist area. When
I learned it was possible they
came from my philodendron
plant. I decided to do an experiment. I pulled a leaf from
my philodendron and made an
X on my wrist. Two days later,
I was wishing I had made a
smaller X, as there was a perfect X of blisters. Needless to
say, I no longer have philodendrons in my home.
DEAR
READER: My
endorsement of houseplants
was purposely very general.
For
reasons,
obvious
plant/pollen allergies must be
addressed vigorously and be
considered as more the excep,
tion than the rule. Your comments are appropriate. People
must avoid contact with the
plants that cause them to have
allergic reactions.
It has been my experience
that philodendrons, for most
people, are harmless house,plants.

Crosswords
1 Meat substitute
5 Lake dwellers
9 Path to salon
12 Panache
13 Kind of molding
14 - Buttermilk
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DEAR DR. GOTT': I am
a mid-40s female who had
successful surgery to remove
a rectal villous adenoma, which
had almost penetrated the colon
wall but fortunately was not
cancerous. The surgeon said
that as a follow up, I
should have
a
flexible
sigmoidoscopy in
six months,
and, if that
looked OK,
then
a
Dr. Gott colonoscopy
every two to
three years
By
Dr. Peter Gott for the rest
of my life.
However, shortly after my surgery, the surgeon had his license
temporarily suspended for prescription drug abuse. Before I
see the substitute surgeon the
clinic will hire as a replacement, I'd like to know if my
surgeon's follow-up treatment
is the correct one for this situation.
DEAR READER: I agree
with your first surgeon's conclusions: a "flex sig" followed
by a colonoscopy in two to
three years. I would make the
following adjustment. If your
colon studies are normal, the
colonoscopy could probably be
repeated every five years. Follow your new surgeon's advice
in this matter.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Diverticular Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send along, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
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'River Days' at LBL offers a
Memorial Day Weekend
packed full of activities

Photo by Henry Rogers

Pictured with Mikulcik are Diane Patterson, 3rd grade teacher, Chris Love-Fortenbery,
Calloway County Gifted and Talented Coordinator, and Kathy Crouch, East Elementary
principal.

East student earns poetry award
Martin Mikulcik, third grade
student at East Calloway
Elementary has been awarded
third place in the Kentucky State
Poetry
Society's
Student
Contest. There were 182 entries
in his category.
Martin wrote this poem in
Ms. Patterson's class, and Ms.
Fortenbery submitted it to the

Kentucky State Poetry Society
for consideration.
Red
Red is the sunset and a furiousfire.
And the feeling of burning
hair driers.
Red is the taste of steaming
hot hot sauce.

Tender chicken and Mexican
food smells red.
People being mean to me
makes me feel red.
Red is the sound ofa hurt dog
and deadly bears.
Collapsing twin towers and
dangerous war places are
Red.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Woodlands Nature Station and
The Homeplace at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
recognize National Wetlands
Month during Memorial Day
Weekend with activities focusing on rivers in the region.
"River Days" on May 2628, will offer a variety of programs focusing on outdoor
skills, river heritage, natural
encounters and folklore.
"Rivers provide habitat
for wildlife and play important roles in our cultural history," said Chris Hunter, Nature
Station Interpreter. "During this
weekend celebration, discover
river wildlife, experience fun
outdoor adventures, and explore
how rivers have shaped people's lives."
This event at the Nature
Station steps back into the world
of Tom Sawyer and his adventures growing up along the river.
The Homeplace will take you
back to learn the importance
of rivers to the 19th century
farm.
River Days weekend begins
on Saturday. May 26 and con-

Murray High School 2007 graduates
present piano recital Sunday at MSU
On Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall in the Fine
Arts complex at Murray State
University, seniors Robert
Arneson and Alan Manning will
present a joint piano recital that
is free and open to the public.
Music by Bach, Brahms,
Beethoven, Chopin. Debussy
and Prokofiev will be featured
on the program.
Throughout his high school
career. Arneson has been an
active member of the Murray
Tiger Band. He has received
recognition as a distinguished
percussion soloist and ensemble

performer and has served as an
instructor for the Murray Middle
School drum line. He was featured in the 2007 Senior
Superlatives as "Most Talented."
He has participated in the
Kentucky
Music Teachers
Association Spring Keyboard
Festivals.
MTNA
Studio
Festival Program. the MSU
Contemporary Festival and the
National Piano Guild Auditions.
Recently he placed second in the
Murray Woman's Club biennial
PianoNocal Competition.
Arneson will be attending
Murray State University in the

fall pursuing a bachelor of
music degree in piano performance.
Manning is also a senior at
Murray High School where he
has had a distinguished academic career and is a member of the
National Honor Society. With a
particular interest in languages.
Manning has been a member of
the Latin. Spanish and Japanese
clubs and has participated in
both regional and state language
festivals. He has participated in
the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association Spring Keyboard
Festivals,
MTNA
Studio

Festival Program, the MSU
Contemporary Festival and the
National Piano Guild Auditions.
Manning recently placed first in
the Murray Woman's Club
Piano/Vocal Competition.
Manning will be attending
Murray State University in the
fall pursuing a bachelor of arts
degree in music.
Both Arneson and Manning
are students of Eleanor Brown.
Arneson is the son of Mark and
Donna Arneson of Murray and
Manning is the son of Mark and
Cathy Manning, also of Murray

Wondering how to
provide for retirement?

tinues through Monday, May Over the Fire and 1-3 p.m.,
28 with activities and events Nifty Natural Necklaces, all at
Nature Station;
for all ages.
- Rivers
The following is a complete of Iron, Grear—Westapt Furlist of River Days activities.
nace.
Saturday, May 26 - 11 a.m.
Some evafits require:4-eser-Let's Make a Deal with the vations and fees. For more
Peddler at Homeplace; Be an details or to make reservations,
Outdoors Kid Hike, 1 p.m., l- call 270-924-2020 weekdays,
2 p.m. Make a 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Cane Fishing Pole, 2:30 p.m.
Land Between The Lakes
- River Critters Big & Small, is managed by the USDA Forand 6-8:30 p.m. - Sunset Canoe est Service, in partnership with
Trip, all at Nature Station;
"Friends of LBL," to provide
Sunday, May 27 - 7-9:30 public lands outdoor recreation
a.m. - Early Morning Canoe and environmental education.
Trip , 11 a.m. - Wild Lore & "We encourage visitors to
Legend, 1 p.m. - Treasure Hunt review
our
website
at
Hike,
2-3:30 p.m., Float www.lbl.org each season, and
your Boat, and 7-9 p.m., all throughout the season, for our
at Nature Station; 1-4 p.m. - Calendar of Events and updates
Every Cot and Corner, Home- on programs and policies." an
place.
LBL spokesperson said. AddiMonday, May 28 - 10 a.m. tional LBL information is availto noon, Southern Fried Fish, able by calling 1-800-LBL-7077
Homeplace; 11 a.m. - Cookin' or 270-924-2000.
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$31&39
Farm Bureau Member, may receive an additional $500 rebate See dealer hr

2007 CADILLAC SRX

• L Itraview Sunroof
stk.; G17395 • VOyte Diamond Exterior
• Heated Front Seals
• Drner & Passanget Power Seat..
• ONSTAR Turn bb Turn Seurgatior
MSRP
$41425
PEPPERS DISC. $3,490
'no

Plus 0% APR Pot
60 Months***

-11 Bureau Member,may receive an additional S5(5) rebate. See dealer for detail,

me nit y
o
Pension. 401(k). and Retirement needs

2007 GMC Sierra
4WD Crew Cab

Diana Thomason
Account Executive
Frick Investment Group
270-761-4121
ellarisitionisson St beiIsouth.n.1
bra

Berm 15.6.620.6 Err innurow

ng

• SLT-1
• Remote Start
• L'Itresone Rear Furlong Asseu
• 19" UltraBnght Aluminum Wheel.
• XM Redio
MSRP
$35,814
PEPrERS DISC
$2,475
BONUS CASH
4,500
CONQUEST REBATE

stka GT7737

stk:(. 1 7701

••61,611111611mit 16,6e. Ow,
.66,6
,
,ftwir mod bar....4.66nr ow wow,omen

• Climate Tubular
• 53 Flex Fuel VS Engine
• Jr... mg Patiage
• X.M Radio
•
Package
S35,712
MSRP
PEPPERS DEC.
$3,702
REBATE
$1,750
BONUS CASH

$29,760'

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
,-•11 Bureau Members may receive an additional $750 rebate See dealer for &till-

Alan Manning

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

Robert Arneson

Special veterans services
planned at Fort Donelson
DOVER. Tenn. — Special
services to honor veterans at
Donelson
Fort
National
Battlefield will be held May 27
and 28. The national cemetery
will be the site of two memorial
services, hosted by the National
Park Service, veteran's organizations, and local civic and
scout groups.
On May 27. the park will
hold an Illumination Ceremony
at the national cemetery The
event begins at 8.30 p m and
concludes at 10 p.m. A luminary
will be placed at each veteran's
headstone, and staff anti volunteers will be present to provide
information about the cemetery
anti Civil War veterans. The ceremony will he one element of a
three-day community event
called Eagle Fest: A Salute to
Freedom. The Illumination
Ceremony is coordinated with
help from scout groups. park
volunteers, the Stewart C'ounty
Chamber of Commerce (TN).
the Friends of the Fort Donelson
Campaign. and Ft Donelson
SCV i.amp 0249.
On Monday. May 28. Dover
VFW Post 4730 will host the
Memorial
annual
Day
C'enemony at the cemetery The
1010 Airborne Division Band
Brats Quintet will perform at 2
p m with a short program to
folkns h keynote speaker CPT
Richard Roth. 1st Battalion. Rh
Spet sal Forces

Local scouts from Stewart
and Houston Counties(TN)and
park volunteers will provide
generous support and will spend
two days preparing the cemetery
for weekend programs. Over
1.700 headstones will be decorated with American flags and
luminaries.
Programs times may be
adjusted in case of inclement
weather. Contact the park staff
at 931-232-5706 for more informatiofl.

1-800-325-3229

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

CHIVY

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

wrusinisit

Dr. Phillip Klapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
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Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

oPhysician's Hearing Center
,
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

SEE ALL OUR INVENTORY AT
WWW.PEPPERSAUTOMOTIVE.COM
DISCLAIMER. • Pnce is Plus Tax Title & License and After
Manufacturer's Rebate and Factory To Dealer Incentives $64.50 Doi
Fee included. Photos for illustration purpose'. only
** Availabk To Purchasers who own any non-4 ,N4 vehicle. No trade in
"ary."" With apprxrved GMAC credit Not all buyers will quaitts
nece,

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT

Carpet
Cleaner
r—
Rear Tine Tiller

2"

S1

P.'

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Floor Buffer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Rack Hoe
John Deere Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m • www.murrayhomeandouto.com
RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT

